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HAVE been dismayed at some of the news I’ve read in the
past month. Yes, COVID-19 continues to dominate the headlines and will, I’m sure, continue from some time yet. That
has been closely followed by people who believe it’s safe to
protest about racial matters. Yes, we must change our
attitudes but not at the expense of social distancing.
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Trees Matter
Not wishing to underestimate
the importance of those issues, I
have read some very worrying (but
not surprising) news about trees
and woodlands.
Brendan Montague, editor of The Ecologist,
reported on that publication’s website that
although
Boris
Johnson
promised
a
revolutionary tree planting programme across
the UK during the election, wooing those
concerned about the environment to his party
and undercutting big promises from his political
rivals, just six months after the election it seems
the promise “was not worth the paper it was
written on.”
On 12 June, campaigners called for a
ramping-up of efforts to plant new trees across
the UK as new figures showed planting lagging
behind targets to tackle climate change.
Provisional official woodland statistics from
Forest Research show 13,460 hectares (33,260
acres) of new planting across the UK in the year
to March 2020, 81%t of which took place in
Scotland.
Planting, particularly in England, is well
below where it needs to be to meet targets to
plant trees to help absorb carbon emissions to
curb climate change and boost natural habitat,
environmental groups warned.
Johnson created a huge fanfare when he
announced £640m to plant 30 million trees by
2025. He claimed there was "nothing more
conservative than protecting our environment"
and the scheme would "sit alongside our world
leading commitment" to prevent climate
breakdown.
The Labour opposition warned that the
Tories had already failed to meet tree planting
targets and accused the PM of making the
announcement to "greenwash his atrocious
environmental record." The party was ridiculed
for promising two billion trees would be planted.
Campaigners now argue that creating and
taking care of woodland habitat should be part
of a "green recovery" from the pandemic.
The UK Government's advisory Committee
on Climate Change has called for the creation
of 30,000 hectares of new woodland a year in
the UK to help meet targets to cut overall
emissions to net zero by mid-century. This
would see woodland cover increase from 13%
of the UK's total land area now to 17% in 2050.
The government has committed to planting
30,000 hectares of new woods in England by
2025 as part of meeting the committee's overall
targets, requiring around 5,000 hectares of
trees to go in the ground each year, but the
figures for 2019-20 show just 2,330 hectares of
new forest was planted in England.
Darren Moorcroft, chief executive of the
Woodland Trust, said: "Despite huge interest in
trees and woods, these new statistics show we
are a long way from where we need to be."
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He said the government's planned England
Tree Strategy needed to deliver a "bold vision"
for trees and woods.
"That means not just more trees in the
ground, but planning as part of the landscape,
so they deliver for carbon, nature and people,
with firm quality not just quantity targets."
In addition, he urged: "We must also do far
more to look after the trees and woods we
already have, restoring and protecting our
precious ancient woodlands and stopping the
risk of imported tree disease by sourcing and
growing the trees we plant in this country.
"Action to rebuild our economy and society
after the coronavirus epidemic must also invest
for the long term in our precious natural
environment. Protecting, restoring and expanding native tree cover, with all the social,
economic and environmental benefits that will
bring, belongs at the heart of any 'green
recovery' worthy of the name."
Emi Murphy, trees campaigner at Friends of
the Earth, said: "Our Government talks the talk
on fighting climate breakdown, but these figures
show that planting of new trees, and replacing
those felled, in England remains at an historic
low.
"During the coronavirus lockdown it's
become clearer than ever how vital access to
trees and green spaces is for people's health
and wellbeing, so for the sake of people as well
as planet we need to see a huge improvement
in how quickly trees are being planted, with the
right trees in the right place."
Friends of the Earth is calling on the
government to double UK tree cover, and for it
to use its forthcoming England Tree Strategy to
fix the climate emergency and make more space
for nature.
The figures also show that more than 56%
of the new planting was conifers, which are
mostly non-native plantations, and that 51% of
the UK's overall woodland area is conifers.
An Environment Department (Defra)
spokesman said: "Tree planting remains at the
heart of our ambitious environmental programme which is why we have committed to
increase tree planting across the UK to 30,000
hectares per year by 2025 - working closely with
devolved administrations, communities and
landowners to make this happen.
"We are proud of our record on woodland
creation but we know there is still more we can
do. We have recently announced a £640 million
Nature for Climate Fund to support increased
tree planting and we will shortly be consulting on
an England Tree Strategy, outlining potential
policies to expand and improve our woodlands."

AHAL Milmo, writing on
https://inews.co.uk, reported
that sustainable woodland in
England has fallen for the fifth year.
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The amount of woodland in England which
is certified as being managed sustainably has
fallen for five years in a row and now represents
less than 40% of the total.
Figures released by the Forestry
Commission, the body which regulates public
and private woodland in England, showed that
323,000 hectares of English forest is recognised
as sustainable – a fall of nearly 10% since 2015.
In England, 38 per cent of total woodland area
is classified as sustainable while the figure for
the United Kingdom as a whole is 44%.
The data was criticised by opposition
politicians who said that the need to protect
existing woodland must not be forgotten amid
Government initiatives to increase planting of
new trees.
Wera Hobhouse, environment spokesperson for the Liberal Democrats, said: “Our
world-famous forests and woodland are at risk.
For the fifth year running, sustainable woodland
has slumped to below 40% [in England], the
lowest in over a decade. Planting trees is just
the beginning. Urgent action to protect our
forests is needed now, more than ever.”
The statistics released by the Forestry
Commission showed that the agency’s
performance has declined in half of its six key
benchmarks. Across all 30 of its “performance
indicators”, some two thirds of measurements
are classified as deteriorating or showing little or
no improvement.
The Government defended its record,
saying the amount of newly-planted woodland
funded by Whitehall had increased by 54% in
the last year to 1,956 hectares. In the last three
years, more than 4,000 hectares has been
planted.
A spokesman for Defra said: “Tree planting
remains at the heart of our ambitious
environmental programme which is why we
have committed to increase tree planting across
the UK to 30,000 hectares per year by 2025 –
working closely with devolved administrations,
communities and landowners to make this
happen.”
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N article by Henry Fountain
on the www.nytimes.com
website
revealed
that
destruction of tropical forests
worldwide increased last year, led
again by Brazil which was
responsible for more than a third of
the total and where deforestation of
the Amazon through clear-cutting
appears to be on the rise under the
pro-development policies of the
country’s president.
The worldwide total loss of old-growth, or
primary, tropical forest was 9.3 million acres, an
area nearly the size of Switzerland. That was
about 3% higher than 2018 and the third largest
since 2002. Only 2016 and 2017 were worse,
when heat and drought led to record fires and
deforestation, especially in Brazil.
“The level of forest loss we saw in 2019 is
unacceptable,” said Frances Seymour, a fellow
with the environmental research group World
Resources Institute, which released the
deforestation data through its Global Forest
Watch program. “We seem to be going in the
wrong direction.”
“There has been so much international
effort and rhetoric around reducing deforestation and companies and governments making
all these commitments that they are going to
reduce by half their tropical forest loss by 2020,”

said Mikaela Weisse, who manages the Global
Forest Watch program. “The fact that it’s been
so stubbornly persistent is what’s worrying to
us.”
Global Forest Watch researchers estimated
that the loss of primary tropical forest in 2019
resulted in the release of more than 2 billion tons
of carbon dioxide, or more than the emissions
from all on-road vehicles in the United States in
a typical year.
Ms. Seymour said the outlook for 2020 is not
good as the coronavirus pandemic continues.
Restrictions on mobility and looming budget
cuts as a result of the economic fallout from the
global crisis may hamper efforts to enforce antideforestation laws, she said. “Bad actors will try
to take advantage with more illegal logging,
mining, clearing and poaching.”
Global Forest Watch uses data from
researchers at the University of Maryland who
have developed machine-learning software to
analyse satellite imagery for loss of tree cover.
Overall in the tropics, that loss amounted to
nearly 30 million acres last year. Since 2000, the
world has lost about 10% of its tropical tree
cover.
Other analyses of deforestation come up
with different numbers. Two United Nations
agencies, in their most recent report on the
subject, issued last month, said deforestation
worldwide averaged about 25 million acres a
year since 2015. Their analysis relies on
reporting from each country.
Much of the tree cover loss that the
Maryland researchers’ data reveals occurs tree
plantations or other areas that are not oldgrowth forests. The scientists then do additional
analysis to determine the loss from those oldgrowth forests, which are important for storing
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and for
maintaining biodiversity, and can take decades
to recover once destroyed.
That destruction can occur in several ways:
clear-cutting for agriculture, ranching, mining or
other uses and for accompanying roads and
other infrastructure; selective logging; or
through fires that are set as part of land-clearing
efforts but can spread out of control.
Brazil and many other tropical countries
experience those kinds of fires every year. Brazil
had a high number in 2019, especially in August.
The blazes, which were widely reported on
social media drew widespread condemnation
from environmental groups and world leaders
who have been critical of the Brazilian president,
Jair Bolsonaro.
Mr Bolsonaro, who took office at the
beginning of 2019, has aggressively pursued
development in the Amazon, including mining
and large-scale agriculture, and has begun
dismantling programs that protect Indigenous
lands.
Ms Weisse said that the fires actually
contributed relatively little to Brazil’s total
primary forest loss of about 3.4 million acres in
2019, an amount only slightly higher than 2018’s
total. Many of the fires occurred on lands that
had been previously deforested and were being
burned in preparation for planting or ranching,
she said. Only about one-fifth of fires burned in
primary forest.
Instead, data from the Brazilian government’s forest-monitoring programs and other
projects showed an increase in clear-cutting of
primary forests for agriculture, Ms Weisse said.
“Even though the overall primary forest trend is
only a small increase, we think that deforestation is getting worse,” she said.
In neighbouring Bolivia, fires were a major
cause of what was a significant increase in
deforestation last year. The country’s primary
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forest loss of 720,000 acres was nearly double
the total from 2018. Bolivia now ranks fourth in
deforestation globally behind Brazil, the
Democratic Republic of Congo and Indonesia.
However, there were encouraging signs that
efforts to reduce deforestation had some results
in 2019. Indonesia provided a rare bit of good
news, with primary forest loss declining for the
third year in row. The decrease, by 55 from
2018, to about 800,000 acres, came despite
extensive fires in the country last fall.
Widespread fires earlier in the decade had
caused extensive deforestation and hazardous
air pollution that reached neighbouring
countries. Since then, the Indonesian
government, under international pressure, has
established policies that include a moratorium
on land clearing for certain activities, ramped up
enforcement of illegal forest cutting, and
coordinated efforts to limit the spread of fires.
The data shows that while there were a
significant number of fires last year in Indonesia,
most were on land that had already been
degraded in the past, which was also the case
in Brazil.
Elsewhere, Colombia also showed improvement, with a decline in deforestation similar to
the level of 2016. A peace agreement that year
between the government and a leftist guerrilla
movement that had strictly enforced limits on
logging in areas under its control had led to a
power vacuum in those areas, allowing illegal
logging to proliferate. Deforestation in 2017 and
2018 soared.
In Central Africa, the Democratic Republic
of Congo showed little sign of progress. Annual
loss of primary forest has more than doubled
since 2012 and although the 2019 total was
slightly lower than the year before it was higher
than 2017. “We’re seeing sustained amounts of
loss,” said Elizabeth Goldman, a research
manager for Global Forest Watch. While most of
the deforestation appears to be linked to
subsistence farming, there are signs that some
may be related to large-scale commercial
agriculture or mining.
However, in West Africa both Ghana and
Ivory Coast showed significant declines in
primary forest loss, the data showed. Ghana’s
total of about 14,000 acres was its lowest since
2014; Ivory Coast had its lowest total since
2005, at 29,000 acres.
Deforestation in both countries has largely
been spurred by increasing cocoa production for
world markets. The governments of both
countries, and large cocoa and chocolate
producers, had agreed on initiatives to reduce
or end deforestation. The decline is a sign that
these efforts might be working, Ms Weisse said,
although “it’s a little early to say too much yet,
because it’s just one year.”

ONCERNED residents in
Hemel Hempstead have set
up a petition calling for
Dacorum Council to actively do
more to protect its natural assets
and the environment, wrote Holly
Patel on www.hemeltoday.co.uk
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The petition was set up after a number of
residents were unhappy about a tree - that has
a Tree Protection Order - that they say has been
vandalised, and could now be cut down.
One resident who lives in Glendale Road
wants the council to protect the Beech tree. She
said: There is a block of land that has a number
of very mature and established trees on it. The
trees are home to an abundance of wildlife
including robins, wood pigeons, starlings,
squirrels and bats.

"Residents in the local area were aware that
the land technically can't be built on as a number
of the Beech Trees are protected by Tree
Protection Orders. This in essence means the
trees can't be cut down or wilfully destroyed and
the block of land can't be built on because of the
positioning of the trees.
"Unbeknown to the local residents a tree
survey was carried out on one of the Beech
Trees in particular, in September 2019. "The
tree specialist identified that the tree has been
vandalised with holes drilled into the base of it.
"Someone has vandalised this beautiful
tree. Someone has drilled holes into it and
possibly pored diesel into it. It is like that want
to kill the tree. This is absolutely disgusting!!
"Whilst in lockdown residents on Sunnyhill
Road, whose properties back into the block of
land, have been informed by Dacorum Council
that the owner of a property next to the land has
submitted planning permission to build three
four-storey houses on the block and is
requesting permission to cut the protected trees
down!
"Local residents have also made Dacorum
Council aware that bats reside in the trees and
that they and their roosts are a protected
species. If Dacorum Council approves this
planning work, despite the fact that the
protected trees have been intentionally
vandalised, they will be sending out a message
that says to the community that Dacorum
Council don't care about the environment and
the local wildlife and that Tree Protection Orders
don't matter and that basically builders,
vandalisers, planners and land owners can do
whatever they want to the trees - just don't get
caught doing it!
"Before the tree was vandalised I don't think
the council would have considered the
application, but now the tree has been damaged
and could possibly die, the council might be
more inclined to knock it down. I think it is
irresponsible of the council if they approve the
application."
Dacorum Borough Council are monitoring
the site and say there currently no evidence to
support the matter further, and the tree is in poor
health due to other factors not related to the
possible vandalism.
A spokesperson for
Dacorum Borough Council said: "Our Planning
Enforcement team were made aware that works
to/near protected trees were being undertaken
on 22 April 2020.
"On the same day, an officer visited the site
to assess. On the site (which is a plot of land
between numbers 10 and 14 Glendale), there
are four protected beech trees (as per Tree
Preservation Order 20, made in 1968). At the
time of the visit, the officer was satisfied that no
works had been carried out to the protected
trees and only works to clear the site generally
had been carried out.
"We are currently considering three
applications at the site – two for housing (one for
a 4 bedroom house and one for 2 x 3 bedroom
houses) and an application to remove one of the
protected trees. It is anticipated that another
application will be made to seek to remove
another tree.
"We are monitoring the site closely and are
satisfied that to date no offences have occurred.
The pending applications will be considered and
determined in line with local and national
policies.
"We are aware that there is an allegation of
intentional damage to one of the protected trees
at the site. However, there is currently no
evidence to support consideration to take this
matter further. Additionally, advice from our
Trees and Woodlands team suggests that the

tree is in poor health due to other factors not
related to the possible vandalism."
A resident on Sunnyhill Road added: "I
understand that houses are being built but I
think they need to protect the environment as
well. If that tree has a tree protection order it
should not be built on. Our main concern is that
if this tree is taken down, with a TPO, what does
that mean for the future?"
Another resident added: "The biggest
concern my husband and I have, is for the
mature, well-established and protected trees
that currently occupy the land. Up until a couple
of weeks ago, there were several beautiful trees
that would easily be 100 years old, some of
which have been given TPO’s to ensure they’re
not cut down.
"These trees are also home to an
abundance of wildlife including nesting birds,
robins, wood pigeons, squirrels and it also
appears bats, which I would point out are a
protected species.
"The reason I mention this is because only
a few days after the Beech Tree was cut down
my neighbour found bats in her garden, which
have never been sighted before. This leads to
the obvious conclusion that the bats were living
in the tree that was cut down, with no
investigation taken place before this happened
and now they have been left without a home.
"I am deeply saddened that at a time where
the environment and conservation of wildlife is
of such utmost importance, that these plans
would even be a consideration to the council,
purely for the personal financial gain of one
household and a multi-million pound contractor.
"It would be a travesty for this land to be
destroyed, with complete lack of compassion or
respect, shown to the environment, wildlife and
surrounding community."
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LARGE tree in Thorpe St
Andrew has died, and
several others are dying after
they were drilled and filled with
what is thought to be diesel.
The trees, which are at Hillside Avenue
Primary School, in Thorpe St Andrew, are
thought to have been damaged sometime
between Monday 1 June and Monday 8 June.
Following the incident, police are appealing
for anyone who may have seen any suspicious
activity in the area between the times stated –
or anyone with information – to contact PC
Mandy Shreeve in Op Solve on 101 quoting
reference number 36/38154/20.
Alternatively
contact
Crimestoppers
anonymously on 0800 555111.
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T IS so frustrating that yet again
visitors to north Norfolk beauty
spots are being urged to act
responsibly after several fires and
barbecues were lit within woodland
areas.
Incidents have been reported at Pretty
Corner Woods, Sadlers Wood and Holt Country
Park.
A bench caught fire when a disposable
barbecue was placed on it at Pretty Corner
Woods and a large fire was attended by the
Norfolk Fire Service. Camp fire remains, which
were still smouldering, were also found in
Sadlers Wood and Holt Country Park.
A North Norfolk District Council spokesman
said: “Police have been made aware of these
incidents and a fine issued in one instance.
Please can we urge members of the public to
act responsibly? Lighting fires in wooded areas
3

is dangerous at any time, but during this
particularly dry summer, it is reckless and poses
a risk to public health and safety, endangers our
beautiful woodlands and places unnecessary
strain on our emergency services.”

N a lighter, more positive
note, I wish to record my
thanks to Matt Caley, the
Catton Park Warden, for kindly
passing on 400 spiral tree guards
and about 100 round, green,
reinforced guards that he has
collected over the years and are
surplus to his requirements.
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Matt was going to dump them but guessed
that we could make use of them, so he
contacted me.
This will save us quite a sum of money in the
coming season, allowing us to plant more trees.
It is surprising how much we spend on tree
guards.
Matt receives Broadsheet each month and
has done since he was appointed … quite a few
years ago now! So he is up to date with what
we do, even though he’s not actually a Tree
Warden in our Network.
He was particularly interested in what Bex
Cross has achieved in Hellesdon as he lives in
that parish. I have now pit Bex in touch with Matt
as he will be a most valuable contact for her …
and no doubt a great help.
So on behalf of all of us, thank you very
much indeed Matt.
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Y recent request for you to
let me know your requirements from the Broadland
District Council Tree Warden Tree
Planting Budget for 2020-2021 met
with an incredible response.
Indeed, within a week I received requests for
funding that means that we shall easily spend all
of Broadland District Council’s generous budget
of £5,000!!
In addition to that sum I have received
requests for another another £1,000 or so by
parishes without a Tree Warden, requests that
we are unable to consider.
This is an absolutely outstanding response
and leading the way, by a clear margin, is Sam
Jensen at Guestwick who plans to create 1.5
acres of mixed woodland, plant additional tree
cover for the school bus stop, replace trees
missing from an avenue planted along a
footpath by the village children in the early
1970's and reinstate 120m of hedgerow. Now
that, by anybody’s reckoning, is truly amazing!
Sam has a bunch of willing volunteers eager
to get involved so it will be a true community
project. I look forward to reporting on it in
Broadsheet.
I also wish to thank Cllr Karen Lawrence,
Broadland District Council Member for Buxton
Ward, who has been very supportive in this
process. It is so good to know that Members are
interested in what we are attempting to achieve.
So well done everyone!!

HAT’S it for this month then.
Please remember that trees
matter and do all you can to
protect and plant them.

T

Until next month’s edition of Broadsheet.
All the best
John Fleetwood

Consultation Launched on
the England Tree Strategy

O

N 19 June 2020 the government launched its consultation on plans to update its policy
for trees, woodland and forestry through the creation of a new, long-awaited England
Tree Strategy. The consultation will run for 12 weeks, seeking views on how to increase
tree planting and tree and woodland management.
Trees are a unique natural asset that
play a crucial role in combating the
biodiversity and climate crises we face.
The government’s environmental programme will play its full part as we build back
better and secure a fair, green and resilient
recovery from the coronavirus pandemic.
Plans to accelerate tree planting and
improve the management of our existing trees
and woodlands are underway as the governlaunched the consultation to inform a new
England Tree Strategy.
Everyone – from farmers, foresters and land
managers,
experts
and
environmental
organisations, to members of the public – is
being invited to give their views on the future
creation and management of our trees,
woodlands and forests.
Subject to consultation, the new strategy will
set out policies to expand tree cover, support
woodland management and increase public
engagement with trees and woodlands. It will
help ensure the government’s tree planting
commitment – to increase tree planting to
30,000 hectares per year across the UK by 2025
- is delivered, working closely with the devolved
administrations, communities and landowners
to do so.
The government is asking for views on:
• how to expand, protect and improve our
public and private trees and woodlands,
• the increased role that trees and
woodlands can play in supporting the
economy,
• how best to further connect people to
nature, and
• the most effective way in which trees and
woodlands can be created and managed
to help combat climate change.
By growing, protecting and restoring our
trees, forests and woodlands we can help
reduce carbon emissions, encourage biodiversity and nature recovery, grow our sustainable timber market, and improve people’s health
and wellbeing.
Launching the consultation, Forestry
Minister Lord Goldsmith, said:
“In many ways the coronavirus pandemic
has shone a light on the importance of
nature. Growing and protecting our nation’s
forests will be an integral part of our
recovery, and the England Tree Strategy
will give us the tools to do this.
“This consultation will help inform a
keystone strategy which will be vital for
helping us deliver the government’s tree
planting commitment, our commitment to
the recovery of nature and reaching net zero
emissions by 2050.
“But, we need input from the sector and
public. I encourage everyone to give their
views to design a tree strategy that delivers
the maximum benefits for our environment
for generations to come.

In the March Budget, Defra welcomed the
new Nature for Climate Fund from HM Treasury.
The England Tree Strategy will help inform how
elements of this £640million fund will be used to
deliver against the manifesto tree planting
commitments, alongside peatland restoration
and wider nature recovery.
Forestry Commission Chair and former
National Tree Champion, Sir William Worsley
said:
“The England Tree Strategy will set out
how we plan to accelerate woodland
creation, but also importantly how to
manage and protect the trees we already
have. Significant work has gone into
developing the groundwork for a strategy
which will ensure the right tree is planted in
the right place, and for the right reason.
“We now need people to submit their
views, to design a strategy that increases
and balances the different benefits that our
woodlands provide, to nature, to people,
and to the economy.
“The Forestry Commission will be at the
forefront of delivery and I look forward to
working closely with Defra and all
stakeholders involved at this exciting time.
The England Tree Strategy will be
developed in parallel with other key strategies
that flow from the 25 Year Environment Plan.
These include the recent Tree Health Resilience
Strategy and the forthcoming England Peat
Strategy and Nature Strategy, as well the future
Environmental Land Management Scheme
which will operate on the basis of providing
public payments for public goods.
In close alignment with the England Tree
Strategy, targeted stakeholder engagement is
currently underway to shape the development of
the England Peat Strategy and the peatland
aspects of the Nature for Climate Fund.
Integrating the aims of the England Tree
Strategy with the wider ongoing work in these
areas enables a coordinated vision that delivers
real, sustainable change.
The consultation period is due to conclude
11 September 2020. However, in light of the
coronavirus outbreak, the closing date will be
kept under review. Subject to review, the
England Tree Strategy will be published later in
the year.
All feedback for the consultation is to be
submitted online in line with latest government
guidance.
Through this open consultation, the
government is encouraging people to give their
views on 4 key areas, including:
•Expanding and connecting trees and
woodlands by:
• increasing the supply of planting material,
the size of the forestry workforce and
encouraging collective agreement from
stakeholders to obtain widespread
support for woodland creation
• providing farmers and other landowners
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and managers with the right incentives
through improving grant funding and
simplified application processes
• working with partners to increase tree
cover across public land
• encouraging private investment in
woodland creation by helping to develop
the market for the ecosystem services
generated as trees grow
• expanding tree and woodland cover to
contribute to the Nature Recovery
Network, which aims to create or restore
500,000 hectares of wildlife-rich habitat
Protecting and improving our trees and
woodlands by:
• building the capacity of the domestic UK
nursery sector to ensure planting stock is
bio-secure and from a known provenance
• reducing damage to woodlands through
the sustainable management of invasive
species
• stronger protection for ancient woodland
sites, building on newly proposed
measures of the Environment Bill which
give communities a greater say in the
protection of local trees
• increasing the percentage of woodlands
in active management
• adapting treescapes and woodlands to
the future climate and maximising the
benefits they can provide to support
adaptation measures, such as natural
flood management and helping improve
the resilience of wildlife
Engaging people with trees and woodland
by:
• providing more and better-quality green
infrastructure - including in urban areas –
to make towns and cities attractive places
to live and work and bring about long-term
improvements in people’s health
• supporting Community Forests to create
new woodlands and facilitate access to
existing woodlands
• closer engagement with the education
and health sectors, developing skills and
expertise in the forestry sector to support
health programmes through social
prescribing
Supporting the economy by:
• growing the market for wood products,
and supporting and upskilling farmers and
land managers to add trees to their
business
• supporting the sustainable timber industry
and increasing the use of all domestic
forest products including timber and forest
biomass for energy
• designing grants and clearer policy to
increase the uptake of agroforestry.

IF YOU DO NOTHING ELSE TODAY,
COMPLETE THIS SURVEY. DO IT
NOW!!

10 Myths About Deforestation
WE’VE seen fires devastating precious places like the Amazon rainforest, but what are the facts
and what are the myths about the destruction of our forests? WWF, the World Wide Fund for
Nature, is here to help and this article taken from www.wwf.org.uk should be of interest to all
who truly care for our precious environment.
MYTH 1. MOST TREES ARE CUT DOWN FOR
PAPER OR WOOD
While growing demand for wood and timber
represents a big threat to the world’s forests, in
fact the biggest driver of deforestation is
agriculture. This means the food we eat is
directly causing deforestation. In tropical and
subtropical countries, agriculture has accounted
for 73% of deforestation.

The majority of deforestation is linked to
meat, soya beans and palm oil. Meat production
is a particularly significant driver of deforestation
because as well as the vast clearance of land to
graze livestock, particularly beef, huge swathes
of tropical forest are removed so the land can be
used for growing soy to feed pigs and chicken
for our consumption.
MYTH 2. THIS IS INEVITABLE – THERE ARE
TOO MANY PEOPLE TO FEED
The most tragic thing about the
deforestation being caused by our food is that
this destruction is totally pointless. We don’t
need to cut down one more tree to feed our
growing global population.
For a start, we currently waste around 30%
of the food we grow globally. This means a huge
amount of the land being used to grow food is
also wasted. By wasting less, we could feed
more people using the same amount of land.

Then there’s the way we use land. Our
current food system prioritises short term
financial returns over long term public goods,
such as soil health. This short-term approach
often encourages poor land management:
unbelievably, around a quarter of all land
globally is now degraded! This puts pressure on
our forests, as the system seeks out cheap,
poorly governed new land areas to exploit for
financial gain, but by correcting these financial
incentives much of this degraded land could be
revived. In fact, studies show there may be as

much as 2billion hectares of land that can be
rehabilitated!
Finally, a shift in our diets could also help us
to feed more people on less land. In the Western
world, we currently consume a lot of meat, which
requires a lot more land to produce than plantbased foods. By eating more plants (and less
meat and dairy) we can better maximise the land
already available.
Deforestation in our food isn’t inevitable –
it’s a choice.
MYTH 3. BEEF IS THE ONLY FOOD THAT
CAUSES DEFORESTATION
You may well have seen images of forests
that have been cut down to graze cattle for beef.
But while this link might be better known, beef is
far from the only food that causes deforestation.
Nearly half of global deforestation is caused
by the expansion of crops- and soy is the
number one culprit. But most of this soy isn't
consumed by us directly, in fact more than 80%
of soy is used to feed animals – particularly
poultry and pigs.

This means that when we eat chicken, for
example, it may have indirectly caused
deforestation – forests or other valuable
ecosystems might have been cleared to grow
soy, to feed chickens, to feed us.
Beyond meat and dairy, palm oil is found in
nearly 50% of the packaged products we find in
supermarkets:
everything
from
pizza,
doughnuts and chocolate, to deodorant,
shampoo, toothpaste and lipstick. Irresponsible
palm oil production has been – and continues to
be – a major driver of deforestation of some of
the world’s most biodiverse forests, particularly
across Indonesia and Malaysia who combined
make up approximately 85% of the world’s palm
oil production. Unabated expansion over recent
decades has been responsible for destroying
the habitat of already endangered species like
the Orangutan, pygmy elephant and Sumatran
rhino.
MYTH
4.
BOYCOTTING
PRODUCTS
CONTAINING PALM OIL WILL HELP STOP
DEFORESTATION
Boycotting products containing palm oil –
either by avoiding them in our shopping or
asking companies to avoid using it – can have
unintended consequences for both people and
the planet.
It’s not palm oil that’s the problem, it’s how
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and where it’s grown that needs to change.
Palm oil is an incredibly efficient and productive
crop, producing more oil per land area than any
other equivalent vegetable oil crop. Globally, it
supplies 35% of the world’s vegetable oil
demand on just 10% of the global land used to
grow vegetable oil crops. To get the same
amount of vegetable oil from equivalent crops
like soybean or coconut could require anything
between 4 and 10 times more land, which would
just shift the problem to other parts of the world
and threaten other habitats and species.
Boycotting palm oil could therefore cause
more deforestation not less. So we need
companies to use only sustainable palm oil that
respects and safeguards people and nature and
should boycott those companies that don’t!
MYTH 5. I ONLY BUY BRITISH MEAT SO IT’S
NOT A PROBLEM
Buying British meat is a good thing to do, it
supports British farmers and cuts out
unnecessary air miles, but there is no such thing
as a free lunch and even meat reared right here
in the UK could be linked to destruction of
tropical forests.
A lot of this is down to what is feeding our
food. Soybeans – a protein rich bean, grown in
valuable habitats in South America – are being
fed to chickens and pigs (including here in the
UK) to provide us with the meat, dairy and egg
products that we consume. It is this chain which
means that even British meat contributes to
deforestation and habitat destruction.
80% of soybeans produced globally are
used to feed animals to meet our global hunger
for meat and dairy products, including those we
find on our supermarket shelves. So the chicken
and bacon in our shops may well be unwittingly
contributing to global deforestation.
MYTH 6. WE CAN ONLY SOLVE THIS IF WE
ALL GO VEGAN
It is every individual’s right to make their
own dietary choices, and we’re not saying that
everyone has to become vegetarian or vegan –
but eating a more plant-based diet is a great way
to have a big impact and discover tasty new
foods! However, we can also make much better
use of our land while continuing to eat meat and
dairy (though for many people in a reduced
quantity).
In general, animal proteins (including meat,
fish, dairy and eggs) are more resource
intensive to produce than plant-based foods.
However, it’s not only meat and dairy products
that cause deforestation – for example
unsustainable palm oil is a major driver of
deforestation of some of the world’s most
biodiverse forests.
Whether individuals choose to eat meat and
dairy or not, we don’t think any of our food
should be contributing to the destruction of our
precious habitats. Join our campaign to call on
the UK Government to end deforestation in all of
our food.

MYTH 7. THIS PROBLEM WILL BE SOLVED
BY INDIVIDUALS AVOIDING CERTAIN
FOODS OR BRANDS.
While we can all do our bit – for example
making sure we only buy products or from
brands that use sustainable palm oil (look for
RSPO certification or check out the Giki app) –
unfortunately,
it’s
not
always
that
straightforward.

For many products and ingredients, there’s
simply no way of knowing where deforestation
is hiding in our food. The chicken we eat, for
example, may have been reared on soy grown
in deforested land in South America, or it may
not – there’s no way for us to know.
However, even if there was a sure-fire way
of
knowing
which
products
caused
deforestation, this shouldn’t be a choice we
have to make. No-one should have to check if
the food they are buying is causing the
destruction of some of our most precious places.
That’s why we need the UK Government to

end the sale of products that cause
deforestation, so nobody has this option.
MYTH 8. THIS IS A PROBLEM FOR THE
FOOD COMPANIES TO SORT OUT
Our world is under threat like never before
and we need to act with urgency. While some
companies have made progress in certain
areas, things are not moving anywhere near fast
enough if we are to avoid the climate and nature
crisis. Companies can’t necessarily sort this out
by themselves. That’s why we are asking the UK
government to step in where business has so
clearly failed.
Voluntary efforts by businesses have so far
delivered only small and fragmented results.
While several global companies signed up to
eliminate deforestation from their supply chains
by 2020, only a tiny 1% are actually on track to
meet that target. We can’t let this legacy of
broken promises continue. New laws from our
Government will also help to ensure a level
playing field, so businesses taking the right
action aren’t at a disadvantage.
While it’s not up to food companies alone,
businesses do have a vital role in advocating for
this law change, while food businesses
operating internationally can help demand
better standards in the different countries they
produce in and sell to.

our Government can and should do their bit. The
destruction of some of our most precious
habitats – from the Amazon and the Cerrado in
Brazil to the tropical rainforests of Southeast
Asia – will impact us all. From the devastating
changes to the climate to the decline of some of
our most iconic wildlife, we all need to end
deforestation.
Our food right here in the UK is contributing
to the problem – and only urgent and bold action
by our Government can stop this. By ending
deforestation in our products, we can lead the
world in the fight to save our forests. The UK
Government has a unique opportunity to inspire
world leaders at every upcoming global event,
and should use all the tools at their disposal,
including trade deals to make this a global
commitment. Together,
we
can
stop
deforestation across the world.
MYTH 10. THERE’S NOTHING I CAN DO
ABOUT IT
While it can feel like a huge issue, there are
lots of ways that each of us can do our bit. And
by all acting together, this can add up to
something really powerful – together we can
transform our food system and end
deforestation in our food for good.
Whether it’s calling on our decision makers
to act, raising awareness, or changing your
personal diet or shopping habits, we can all do
something to fight for our amazing forests and
the wildlife that live there. Inaction is not an
option.

MYTH 9. THE UK GOVERNMENT CAN’T DO
ANYTHING – IT’S FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS
THAT NEED TO ACT
While this is undoubtedly a global problem,
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Guidance for Homeowners and
Those with Ash Trees on Their Land
HE TREE COUNCIL’S new guidance, Ash Dieback: a Guide for Tree Owners, helps tree
owners to address any safety risks posed by ash dieback, while helping to reduce the
ecological impact of this damaging tree disease. Anyone with a tree on their land has a
legal responsibility to ensure that risk posed by the tree is kept within appropriate limits,
particularly if they are next to a busy road, public pathway or community grounds.

T

The new guidance will help
homeowners and land managers
who have ash trees on their land
understand their options for
managing affected ash trees, while
at the same time minimising the
ecological impact caused by the
highly damaging tree disease,
which is likely to infect up to 80% of
UK ash trees.
The guidance provides simple steps to: help
identify ash trees on private land; assess their
condition on a simple scale of 1 – 4; and
consider tree management options if ash
dieback disease is suspected
Helping ensure the survival of the next
generation of ash trees is so important today
and the guide also describes how tree owners
can help the next generation of ash trees
survive, through retaining trees where it is safe
to do so.
Ash trees provide valuable habitats for over

1,000 wildlife species. This makes the small
proportion of ash trees that are expected to be
tolerant to the disease, crucial to the future of
ash trees in the UK. If felling is necessary, then
trunks/branches can be left as deadwood to
continue offering benefits as a wildlife habitat.
This is an essential guide and a superb
piece of work. It is a vital tool for every Tree
Warden and parish or town council. You really
should ensure that you have a copy whenever
you are asked for advice on any tree (it’s
surprising the number of people who think their
tree is an oak but it turns out to be a common
ash!!!),
We all have a responsibility here. The
owner, the Tree Warden, the Highway Authority,
Broadland District Council and the parish and
town councils.
The Ash Dieback: a Guide for Tree Owners
guidance is published by The Tree Council,
Defra and the Forestry Commission.

Download the guide NOW
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Walking App Helps Tree Lovers Know
Their Sycamores from Their Maples
An article by Hannah Summers published on www.theguardian.com

A

N ONLINE mapping tool featuring the location and species of more than 700,000 trees in
London has had a fiftyfold increase in visitors to its site since the coronavirus lockdown
measures were put in place. The founders of TreeTalk, which creates a walk specific to
a user’s location and identifies trees on the route, say an increase in people spending more
time at home getting to know their natural surroundings has led to a surge in interest. There
are now calls to bring the app to other cities in the UK and abroad. TreeTalk is currently discussing a proposal with an east coast city in the US, while cities in Australia and India have also
expressed interest.
In May alone there were 16,000
requests from users to create a
personalised tree walk and 10,000
visitors a week to the site, an
increase of 5,000% on the same
three-month period during spring
last year.
“During the lockdown period we’ve seen a
huge growth in people wanting to get out and
explore their local streets, leading to an overall
positive impact on their health and wellbeing,”
said Rob Tustain, director of Revolution
Consultancy & Design which created TreeTalk
in 2017 using data released by the mayor of
London’s environment team.
The Greater London authority data
combined information provided by the city’s
boroughs and Transport for London, which
plants and maintains trees on the capital’s
busiest roads.
Tustain said: “Although our data is currently
for Greater London, traffic to the website has
been generated from around the UK, showing a
huge appetite from other cities, including Bristol,
Manchester, Edinburgh, Birmingham and
Glasgow.”
The growth of interest in trees matches that
shown in plants. A growing army of rebel
botanists have taken to chalking the names of
plants on the streets of towns and cities in
France, the UK and beyond.
In London’s Street Trees, A Field Guide to
the Urban Forest, author Paul Wood explains
how the city’s frequent rain and mild winters –
coupled with an urban heat island that raises
temperatures above those of the surrounding
countryside – enable a vast range of tree
species to thrive.
He describes London as a botanical melting
pot where common native species such as ash
(Fraxinus excelsior), oak (Quercus robur) and
hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) live cheek by
jowl with strains from across the globe such as

eucalyptus (Eucalyptus spp.), loquat (Eriobotrya
japonica) and tree of heaven (Ailanthus
altissima).
Wood, who co-founded TreeTalk, said:
“During lockdown more people have been
exercising locally while we’ve had extraordinary
good weather and less traffic, pollution and
noise. This has allowed people the headspace
to realise what is on their streets and see the city
from a natural perspective.”
Asked why he thought people felt
particularly drawn to trees during this period,
Wood said: “The wonder of nature is a cliché but
trees are a truth at a time when there is a lot of
uncertainty. There is a conceptual mystery to
the way they manage to burst into life every
spring despite everything we throw at them – the
vans and buses going by, the extreme weather,
the pollution.”
There are more than 8m trees in the capital
– almost one for every Londoner – and the
TreeTalk map and trails feature more than 600
species.
Simply enter a postcode and it will generate
a walk telling the stories of the trees on the way,
from some of the most common species such as
the famous London plane (Platanus x hispanica)
or the sycamore (Acer pseudoplatanus), to the
rarer Amur maple (Acer ginnala) and Vilmorin’s
rowan (Sorbus vilmorinii), of which there are
fewer than 10 in London. Such trees are marked
gold to indicate their rarity, while silver and
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bronze trees have fewer than 75 and 200 of that
species respectively.
Tustain said: “The ratings for trees have
proved really popular … one user even
described it as “much funnier than Pokemon
Go”. Indirectly, it has created a bit of competition
and tree envy among friends living in the same
borough.”
The app is constantly updated, and while
there are still some gaps because seven
boroughs have not yet provided their street
data, there are further opportunities to enhance
the platform.
One long-term plan is to overlay the tree
details with other data to look at air pollution
monitoring,” said Wood. The app could then
show the least polluted route to the tube station,
for example.
Wood, Tustain and a third collaborator,
Steve Pocock, who develops technology
solutions, are also seeking to engage with
communities on how people can get more trees
planted in their neighbourhoods.
“We are looking for help from local
authorities and land owners that could see the
benefits for their residents,” said Wood.
The surge of interest in trees was
highlighted last month when the Urban Tree
festival was forced online for the first time. More
than 5,000 people from around the world
booked events, the number only limited by the
capacity of Zoom. Those that participated in a

virtual tour of St James’s Park joined from cities
“powerful call for more trees in our lives”.
to everyone’s lives. Aside from their form and
including Tallinn and Toronto, while a tour of
Walter says caring for trees and woods can
beauty, they filter pollutants, screen us from
ancient trees in London booked out in hours and
lead to greater community cohesion and
noise and shade us from the sun. They even put
received more than 30,000 views on Facebook.
wellbeing.
out feel-good ions – there are literally aerosols
Among the speakers was Robin Walter,
“Trees inhabit a social space and are longwafting around trees that make you feel better.”
whose book Living with Trees is described as a
lasting landmarks that make a real contribution
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Larger Eight-Toothed European
Spruce Bark Beetle (Ips typographus)
A Forestry Commission Information Note updated on 22 June 2020

T

HE larger eight-toothed European spruce bark beetle (Ips typographus) is considered a
serious pest on spruce in Europe and has recently been found in the wider environment
in England as part of routine plant health surveillance activity. The beetle is mainly a
secondary pest, preferring stressed or weakened trees. However, under the right environmental
conditions, beetle numbers can increase enough to result in attacks on living trees.
If left uncontrolled, the beetle, in association
with pathogenic fungi (particularly the blue stain
fungus Endoconidiophora polonica), has the
potential to cause significant damage to Britain’s
spruce-based forestry and timber industries.
Adult beetles are dormant and hibernate
over winter under the bark of trees, logs and leaf
litter. They then re-emerge in spring, when the
temperature rises above 20°C.
The beetle prefers stressed or weakened
trees e.g. windblown, damaged and recently
felled spruce trees, where, under the right
environmental conditions, beetle numbers can
increase. Inspection of trees in this category
should be a priority.
Also look for standing individual and groups
of dead trees. This arises when the beetles
‘mass attack’ trees, overcoming the trees’ usual
defences by a combination of large numbers
and blue stain fungus carried by adult beetles.
Under the right environmental conditions, this
phase can lead to extensive tree deaths.
Adult females lay eggs along a linear gallery
system from which larval galleries radiate,
becoming wider as the larvae grow. The pattern
shows in the bark and in the surface of the
wood, and is unique to Ips typographus. This
symptom should be looked for in any dead trees,
whether standing or fallen.
Please note, the larger eight-toothed spruce
bark beetle (Ips typographus) can often be
confused with the great spruce bark beetle
(Dendroctonus micans). A symptom guide Field
symptoms guide Ips typographus (PDF, 844KB,
3 pages) is available to download from this page
to assist with identification.
Please remain vigilant for signs of Ips
typographus. If you think you have spotted signs
of this beetle anywhere in Great Britain then
please tell us using our Tree Alert form.
Report suspected sightings in Northern
Ireland using Treecheck, the all-Ireland tree
pest reporting tool.
To protect the country against this pest, the
Plant Health (Ips typographus) (England) Order
2019 came into force on 16 January 2019. The

Order allows the Forestry Commission to
demarcate areas around confirmed outbreak
sites, and imposes movement restrictions on
conifer material capable of spreading the pest
using a Notice.
A revised Notice (PDF, 395KB, 5 pages) of
the Order came into force on 29 January 2019.
This applies to the movement of spruce (Picea)
material with bark (for example, wood with bark,
isolated bark, live trees over 3 metres) that has
originated within the demarcated area.
Provision is made within the Order to enable
plant health inspectors to authorise movements
and processing of spruce material with bark
from the demarcated area where this can be
achieved without risking the spread of Ips
typographus. Authorisations can be requested
with the applications forms Application to
receive and process Spruce V1 (PDF, 269KB, 1
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page) and Authorisation to process Spruce V1
(PDF, 517KB, 4 pages).
The demarcated area covers parts of Kent
and East Sussex and the boundaries of the are
shown in the Ips typographus notice map and
within the Notice (PDF, 395KB, 5 pages), which
also contains a description of the boundary. This
Notice replaces the Notice originally issued on
17 January 2019.
This Q&A document offers further
information (PDF, 272KB, 7 pages)
The larger eight-toothed spruce bark beetle
(Ips typographus) – contingency plan (PDF,
831KB, 21 pages) sets out the steps that will be
taken in the event of an outbreak in Great
Britain.
You can find more-detailed information
about this pest on the Forest Research website.

The Tree That Changed the World Map
An article by Vittoria Traverso published on www.bbc.com

U

NFURLING in a carpet of green where the Andes and Amazon basin meet in southwestern Peru, Manú National Park is one of the most biodiverse corners of the planet: a
lush, 1.5-million hectare Unesco-inscribed nature reserve wrapped in mist, covered in a
chaos of vines and largely untouched by humans, but if you hack your way through the
rainforest’s dense jungle, cross its rushing rivers and avoid the jaguars and pumas, you may
see one of the few remaining specimens of the endangered Cinchona officinalis tree.
To the untrained eye, the thin,
15m-tall tree may blend into the
thicketed maze, but the flowering
plant, which is native to the Andean
foothills, has inspired many myths
and shaped human history for
centuries.
“This may not be a well-known tree,” said
Nataly Canales, who grew up in the Peruvian
Amazonian region of Madre de Dios. “Yet, a
compound extracted from this plant has saved
millions of lives in human history.”
Today, Canales is a biologist at the National
Museum of Denmark who is tracing the genetic
history of cinchona. As she explained, it was the
bark of this rare tree that gave the world quinine,
the world’s first anti-malarial drug and while the
discovery of quinine was welcomed by the world
with both excitement and suspicion hundreds of
years ago, in recent weeks, this tree’s medical
derivatives have been at the centre of another
heated global debate. Synthetic versions of
quinine, such as chloroquine and hydroxylchloroquine, have been touted and largely
disputed as possible treatments for the novel
coronavirus.
For centuries, malaria, a disease caused by
a mosquito-borne parasite, has plagued people
across the world. It ravaged the Roman Empire;
it killed between 150 and 300 million people in
the 20th century; and, according to the World
Health Organisation, nearly half of the world’s
population still lives in areas where the disease
is transmitted.
Medieval remedies to cure “mal aria” (“bad
air” in Italian) reflected the erroneous belief that
it was an airborne disease and ranged from
bloodletting to limb amputations to cutting a hole
in the skull, but in the 17th century, the first
known cure for it was allegedly found here, deep
in the Andes.
According to legend, quinine was discovered as a malaria cure in 1631 when the
Countess of Cinchona, a Spanish noblewoman
married to the viceroy of Peru, fell ill with a high
fever and severe chills, the classic symptoms of
malaria. Desperate to heal her, the viceroy gave
his wife a concoction prepared by Jesuit priests
made with the bark of an Andean tree and mixed
with clove and rose-leaf syrups and other dried
plants. The countess soon recovered and the
miraculous plant that cured her was named
“cinchona” in her honour. Today, it’s the national
tree of Peru and Ecuador.
Most historians now dispute this tale, but as
with many legends, parts of it are true. Quinine,
an alkaloid compound found in cinchona’s bark,
can indeed kill the parasite that causes malaria,
but it wasn’t discovered by Spanish Jesuits.

“Quinine was already known to the
Quechua, the Cañari and the Chimú indigenous
peoples that inhabited modern-day Peru, Bolivia
and Ecuador before the arrival of the Spanish,”
said Canales. “They were the ones that introduced the bark to Spanish Jesuits.” The Jesuits
crushed the cinnamon-coloured bark into a
thick, bitter powder that could be easily
digested. The concoction came to be known as
“Jesuits Powder”, and soon, people across
Europe began writing about a “miraculous”
malaria remedy discovered in the jungles of the
New World. By the 1640s, Jesuits had
established trade routes to transport cinchona
bark throughout Europe.
In France, quinine was used to cure
intermittent fevers of France’s King Louis XIV at
the court of Versailles. In Rome, the powder was
tested by the Pope’s private physician and
distributed for free by the Jesuit priests to the
public. However, in Protestant England, the
drug was met with some scepticism, as some
doctors
labelled
the
Catholic-promoted
concoction a “papal poison”. Oliver Cromwell
allegedly died of malarial complications after
refusing “Jesuit Powder”. Nevertheless, by
1677, cinchona bark was first listed by the Royal
College of Physicians in its London
Pharmacopoeia as an official medicine used by
English physicians to treat patients.
To fuel their cinchona craze, Europeans
hired locals to find the precious “fever tree” in
the rainforest, scrape its bark with a machete
and take it to cargo ships awaiting in Peruvian
ports. Increased demand for cinchona quickly
led the Spanish to declare the Andes “the
pharmacy of the world”, and as Canales
explained, the cinchona tree soon become
scarce.
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Cinchona’s value soared during the 19th
Century, when malaria was one of the greatest
threats faced by European troops deployed in
overseas colonies. According to Dr Rohan Deb
Roy, author of Malarial Subjects, obtaining
adequate supplies of quinine became a
strategic advantage in the race for global
domination, and cinchona bark turned into one
of the world’s hottest commodities.
“European soldiers engaged in colonial
wars frequently died of malaria,” said Deb Roy.
“Drugs like quinine enabled soldiers to survive
in tropical colonies and win wars.”
As he explains, cinchona was especially
used by the Dutch in Indonesia; by the French
in Algeria; and most famously, by the British in
India, Jamaica and across South-East Asia and
West Africa. In fact, between 1848 and 1861,
the British government spent the equivalent of
£6.4m each year importing cinchona bark to
store for its colonial troops. As a result, quinine
is frequently cited by historians as one of the
major “tools of imperialism” that powered the
British Empire.
“Much like countries today are rushing to get
to a Covid-19 vaccine to get a competitive
advantage, countries back then rushed to get
quinine” explained Patricia Schlagenhauf, a
professor of travel medicine at the University of
Zurich specialising in malaria.
It wasn’t just cinchona bark that was
valuable. Its seeds become a high-demand
commodity too. “British and Dutch governments
wanted to plant cinchona in their own colonies
to stop their dependence on South America,”
Deb Roy explained. However, choosing the right
seed wasn’t easy. Each of the 23 species of
cinchona has a different quinine content. It was
thanks to locals with indigenous botanical

knowledge that Europeans could secure
what is reported to be Queen Elizabeth II’s
Canales explained that the removal of
quinine-rich species to export abroad.
favourite drink, gin and Dubonnet, an aperitif
quinine-rich species from the Andes has
By the mid-1850s, the British had
which, coincidentally, was invented by a French
changed the genetic structure of cinchona
successfully established “fever tree” plantations
chemist to make quinine more palatable for
plants, reducing their ability to evolve and
in southern India, where malaria was rampant.
French troops stationed in North African
change. Part of Canales’ work, in collaboration
Soon, British authorities started distributing
colonies.
with the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew outside
locally harvested quinine to soldiers and civil
Quinine was eventually pushed aside in the
London, is to look at old cinchona bark
servants. It’s long been rumoured that they
1970s by artemisinin, a drug derived from the
specimens preserved in museums to study how
allegedly mixed gin with their quinine to make it
sweet wormwood plant, as the world’s go-to
human behaviour may have altered the plant.
more palatable, thus inventing the first tonic
malaria remedy. Still, the legacy of quinine runs
“We think that cinchona may have evolved to
water and the famous gin and tonic drink.
deep around the world. Today, Ban-dung,
contain less quinine because of overToday, small amounts of quinine are still found
Indonesia, is known as “The Paris of Java”
harvesting,” she explained.
in tonic water, but as Kim Walker, who cobecause the Dutch transformed this onceRecently, the World Health Organisation
authored the book Just the Tonic points out, this
sleepy port into the world’s largest quinine
halted
studies
of
quinine’s
synthetic
British origin story is likely a myth. “It seems like
centre, brimming with Art Deco buildings,
descendant, hydroxychloroquine, as a possible
they added whatever was handy”, be it rum,
ballrooms and hotels. English is widely spoken
coronavirus treatment amid safety concerns.
brandy or arrack, she explained.
in places as diverse as India, Hong Kong, Sierra
Despite the fact that the drug is now developed
Plus, as Schlagenhauf adds, quinine has a
Leone, Kenya and coastal Sri Lanka; and
in labs versus extracted from forests, Canales
short lifespan in the body so sipping on a gin and
French in Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria today
says the protection of the cinchona and the
tonic at cocktail hour would not be enough to
partly because of quinine and in Spanish, there
endangered “pharmacy of the world” that
guarantee protection against malaria. Neveris still an expression that states, “ser más malo
nurtures it, is crucial for the discovery of new
theless, the myth of gin and tonic as a potent
que la quina”, which roughly translates as, “to be
drugs in the future.
anti-malaria prevention tricked even Winston
worse than quinine”, a reference to the bark’s
In the absence of government protection of
Churchill, who allegedly said the drink had
bitter taste.
cinchona, local conservation groups are
saved “more Englishmen’s lives, and minds,
At the height of the global “quinine hunt” in
stepping in. Environmental organisation Semilla
than all the doctors in the Empire.”
the 1850s, Peru and Bolivia both established
Bendita, literally “blessed seeds”, is planning to
Of course, the gin and tonic is just one drink
monopolies over their highly lucrative tree bark
plant 2021 cinchona seeds for the 200th
tied to the “fever tree”. Today, the most famous
exports. In fact, much of La Paz’s Neoclassical
anniversary of Peru’s independence in 2021,
cocktail in Peru may be the American-invented
cathedral and many of the cobblestone streets
and scientists like Schlagenhauf hope that more
pisco sour, but the most popular among
running through the city’s plaza-filled historic
efforts to preserve the Andes’ biodiversity will
Peruvians is arguably the bitter, quininecentre today were built with cinchona bark,
follow.
flavoured pisco tonic, a home-grown invention
which at one point accounted for 15% of
“What the story of quinine shows is that
that’s often mixed with maiz morado (purple
Bolivia’s total tax revenue.
biodiversity and human health go hand in hand,”
corn) from the Andes to make a pisco morada
However, the centuries-long demand for
Schlagenhauf said. “People often think of planttonic. If you’ve ever sipped liqueurs like
cinchona bark has left a visible scar on its native
based remedies as ‘alternative medicine’, but it
Campari, Pimm’s or the French aperitif Lillet (a
habitat. In 1805, explorers documented 25,000
is to plants that we owe some of the major
key ingredient in James Bond’s famous Vesper
cinchona trees in the Ecuadorean Andes. The
medicinal breakthroughs in human history.
martini), you’ve tasted quinine. It’s also found in
same area, now part of the Podocarpus National
Scotland’s “other” national drink, Irn-Bru, and in
Park, counts just 29 trees.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Free Trees to Help Improve Our Waterways
An article by Chris Bishop published on www.edp24.co.uk

A

LMOST 1,000 trees have been planted along rivers in west Norfolk and the Fens. Now
the Environment Agency is offering free saplings and hedgerow plants to fishery owners,
to boost habitat improvements. Trees sometimes have to be removed to make banks
accessible for flood maintenance. Engineers need to be able to inspect banks to ensure they
are sound, to check for flood risk.
The EA’s flood management
team has provided extra funding to
replace any greenery that has been
removed and pay for additional
shrubs and trees.
So far this year EA officers have helped
plant almost 1,000 trees across the Great Ouse
and Fenland catchment and would like help
from angling clubs to install even more.
EA fisheries officer Alex Malcolm said: “We
know the importance of the interaction of trees
and water bodies as they provide cover and
shelter from predation, spawning substance and
food sources.
“Additionally when branches fall they can
provide fantastic opportunities for cover and
provide additional spawning habitat by scouring
gravels in high flows.”

The agency is looking for fishery owners
who would be interested in planting trees on
their sections of rivers or around lakes and
would be prepared to take on the maintenance
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of the trees in the future.
“We do have limited funds so we may not be
able to help everyone this time around but hope
to build a database of suitable fisheries that we
can help in the future,” said Mr Malcolm.
“We will supply the trees or hedge plants
free of charge, which will be UK grown native
species, along with the appropriate planting
materials such as wooden stakes and rabbit
guards.
“We would expect the angling club or fishery
to arrange the trees to be planted in areas
agreed with our team and any associated
permits and permissions where needed.”
To
apply
for
trees,
e-mail
angcentral.frb@environment-agency.gov.uk
with the name and location of the fishery and
why it would be suitable for tree planting.

Tree Protection: The Use of Tree Shelters and Guards
A guidance note issued by the Forestry Commission

T

HE GOVERNMENT has committed to increase new planting of woodland to 30,000
hectares a year in the United Kingdom. In England, a significant proportion of this will be
with broadleaved trees which must have adequate protection to ensure successful
establishment. Tree shelters and guards are an effective means of establishing broadleaved
trees, providing protection from browsing mammals and enhancing tree growth. There are
alternative silvicultural practices, such as using fencing rather than individual protection, that
can help to reduce the need for shelters and guards.
To be effective, shelters and guards need to
be robust enough to cover the establishment
period. This could be for only a few years, but
on challenging sites this may be well beyond five
years. Tree establishment is a critical period in
the creation and management of woodland.
Tree failure is expensive and can result in
payments being reclaimed from agreement
holders. Tree shelters and guards vary by type,
size and material. The type used must be able
to fully protect the tree throughout the
establishment period.
Tree shelters and guards can be made from
a wide range of materials. To date, most have
been made from plastics made from
petrochemicals. These are not biodegradable
and must be removed after use and recycled.
Others use petrochemically derived plastics, but
have additional materials that result in the tree
shelter or guard breaking down into small
pieces. However, the small fragment size
means they cannot be recovered from the
environment. We do not recommend their use.
More recent designs use plant-based sources,
compressed paper, or cardboard. Issues have
arisen over the longevity of these as they need
to be designed and constructed to provide
adequate
protection
throughout
the
establishment of the tree. There are alternatives
to using tree shelters or guards – this includes
fencing or, where predation of the trees is
minimal, no individual protection.
Do you need to use a tree shelter or guard?
• Is tree protection required for successful
establishment?
• What does the tree need protection from?
• Can browsing by wild mammals be
reduced to a level that does not affect the
establishment of the trees?
• Can fencing provide protection?
• Is further protection from voles required?
• Is further protection through a tree guard
required?
• Does the silviculture of tree species to be
protected benefit from a tree guard?
• Does your woodland creation plan
address the life time use of plastics?
So, you’ve decided you need to use a tree
shelter or guard
Please
read
Forestry
Commission
Handbook 7: Tree Shelters as this is still an
important resource when considering whether
tree shelters will deliver your aspirations.
Successful tree establishment requires more
than the use of tree shelters – monitoring,
evaluation and ongoing management is also
essential, as detailed in the The Use of
Treeshelters
publication:
1992
Survey
publication.

Considerations
• Not all tree species benefit from tree
shelters – some species are better suited
to mesh guards (Handbook 7, page 22)
• Competition from vegetation often
compromises establishment, shelters
help protect trees from herbicide
application (Handbook 7, page 26)
• Differing tree species have differing
palatability to browsing mammals
• The height of the tree shelter or guard
must match, or exceed, the browsing
mammal (Handbook 7, page 28)
• A vegetation free area of 1m diameter
around each tree also reduces the likely
attack from voles and greatly increases
tree growth (Handbook 7, page 28)
• The strength of the stakes and their
alignment should take account of the
prevailing wind direction (stakes should
be behind the tree shelter, not facing the
prevailing wind) and likelihood of
mammals rubbing on them (Handbook 7,
page 15 and 29)

and increasing concerns over the amount of
plastic that is being used. The collection and
reuse of tubes is an activity that can be carried
out by volunteers as an effective way of
engaging with, and understanding more about,
woodlands.

Reduce, reuse, recycle

Question 2: Growing for timber?
Yes: Use appropriate fencing. Use spiral or
vole guard if voles are present (ensuring 1m
weed free area around each tree will reduce
vole damage)
No: Go to question 3

Reduce
Minimise or avoid the use of plastic.
Herbivores must be excluded from unprotected
newly planted areas. If deer browsing pressure
cannot be reduced to levels where this does not
compromise establishment, fencing is essential.
This is likely to require sustained maintenance.
Stock fenced exclosure areas of around 0.1
hectares have proved an effective deterrent for
deer in some situations.
Stocking
density
is
an
important
consideration and is often overlooked at
establishment. Species such as oak and beech
being grown for timber should be established at
a minimum of 3100 stems per hectare. The cost
of guarding these trees may make fencing more
attractive. The use of conifer nurse species may
also offset the costs of guards and fencing.
Generally, the larger and more square-like
in shape the planted area is and/or the higher
the stocking density is, the more likely that
fencing becomes cheaper per tree than the use
of tree shelters or guards, but it is very site
dependent e g large but very irregularly shaped
areas of land are unlikely to be cost-effective to
fence.
Reuse
It can be possible to reuse plastic tree
shelters and guards. However, by the time the
tree is established the tubes are often starting to
degrade or cannot be removed without cutting
them of. The large-scale reuse of plastic
shelters and guards is currently rarely an option.
However, this situation may change due to
developing plastic and recycling technologies
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Recycle
Plastics removed from the trees are subject
to waste legislation and regulation
Planting broadleaf
decision tree

trees

–

protection

Question 1: Are any one of the following
mammals likely to be present: sheep, deer,
rabbits, hare? If not present are they likely to
colonise the area before the trees are
established?
Yes: Go to question 2
No: Plant trees without protection. Use
spiral or vole guard if voles are present
(ensuring 1m weed free area around each tree
will reduce vole damage)

Question 3: Larger than 3 hectares?
Yes: Use appropriate fencing. Use spiral or
vole guard if voles are present (ensuring 1m
weed free area around each tree will reduce
vole damage)
No: Go to question 4
Question 4: Can mammals be controlled to
reduce damage to an acceptable level?
Yes: Consider plantings trees without
protection, increasing stocking to allow for some
losses. Use spiral or vole guard if voles are
present (ensuring 1m weed free area around
each tree will reduce vole damage)
No: Go to question 5
Question 5: Do the tree species you’re using
benefit from a tree shelter?
Yes: Use tree shelters, height depending on
mammals present. Recycle tree shelters at end
of use.
No: Use mesh guards, height depending on
mammals present
Further information
For guidance to support foresters, farmers,
landowners and agents to strengthen their
woodland management and help adapt their
woodlands to the impacts of our changing
climate, read Managing England’s woodlands in
a climate emergency

Arctic on Fire
Satellite Images Reveal Raging Wildfires Just 30 Miles
from The Arctic Ocean in Siberia After Unprecedented
Heatwave Saw Locals Sunbathing in a Blistering 100ºF
An article by Will Stewart in Moscow and Chris Jewers for Mailonline
published on www.dailymail.co.uk on 27 June 2020

R

AVAGING wildfires are burning further north in the Russian Arctic than had previously
been recorded from space. Images captured by a satellite have shown an out-of-control
inferno just 30 miles from the Arctic Ocean in the Yakutia region. It comes in a summer
of unprecedented heat in northern latitudes in Siberia with locals sunbathing, with one
extraordinary temperature measurement reading 100.4º F in the 'pole of cold' Verkhoyansk in
the last week.
The European Union's Earth
Observation Programme spotted
the tundra ablaze at a latitude of
72.723° N in the diamond-rich
Yakutia region, also called the
Sakha Republic, the coldest
permanently inhabited region on
the planet.
The image (shown opposite) shows the
burning Anabar district, south-west of the
Olenyok River estuary into the Laptev Sea.
The wildfire was photographed by the
Copernicus Sentinel-2 satellite and is believed
to be the 'northernmost in recent years within
the Arctic Circle'.
'While fires are common at this time of year,
record temperatures and strong winds are
making the situation particularly worrying,' said
a statement from the programme.
The fire is less than eight miles north of an
inferno registered last year by the same satellite
monitoring programme which uses infrared
sensing capabilities to detect active fires.
The Aviation Forest Protection Agency in
Yakutia, also known as the Sakha Republic, the
largest region in Russia, reported 127 natural
wildfires covering 822,724 hectares.
Pictures and videos show fires in the tundra
around Chersky, in the north of Yakutia,
reported the Siberian Times.
Firefighters are battling to save remote
settlements in eight districts including
Verkhoyansk which a week ago registered the
remarkable 100.4º F temperature.
Pleistocene Park - a project to recreate the
flora of the woolly mammoth age - narrowly
missed being destroyed by raging flames.
'The Arctic is figuratively and literally on fire
— it's warming much faster than we thought it
would in response to rising levels of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere, and this warming is leading to a
rapid meltdown and increase in wildfires,' said
University of Michigan environmental school
dean Jonathan Overpeck, a climate scientist.
'The record warming in Siberia is a warning

sign of major proportions. Such prolonged
Siberian warmth has not been seen for
thousands of years 'and it is another sign that
the Arctic amplifies global warming even more
than we thought', he said.
Many locals rushed to local lakes and rivers
to soak up the Saudi-like weather.
This hot summer - which follows a gradual
rise in recent years - has seen temperatures up
to 57º F above those expected for the time of
year, said Roman Vilfand, scientific director of
the Russian Hydrometeorological Centre.
An alarming consequence has seen
thawing permafrost which has caused buildings
to crack and subside in Yakutia's regional
capital Yakutsk - the world's coldest city - and
several cases of fuels storages becoming holed
and pollution spreading over the Arctic.
Meanwhile, a major 21,000 ton diesel leak
occurred near Norilsk, in Krasnoyarsk region,
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due to permafrost thawing, and now threatens
the Arctic Ocean.
Russian Academy of Sciences' President
Alexander Sergeyev said: 'We should organise
a total monitoring of both industrial and housing
buildings on the permafrost.
'If the permafrost degrades, all those
buildings will begin to slide. This task is of the
highest importance.
'I hail the idea, which has been supported by
President Vladimir Putin, to have a new
programme to monitor the climate and
consequences from the climate changes.'
The spill occurred when a diesel reservoir
collapsed at a power station outside the
northern Siberian city of Norilsk on May 29,
releasing vast quantities of fuel into the river and
surrounding soil, according to Russia's state
environmental watchdog.
Shocking overhead videos revealed the

horror unfolding in the Ambarnaya River near
Russian President Vladimir Putin has
Videos from the scene highlight how the
Norilsk in the Russian Arctic as one expert
ordered a state of emergency to deal with the
river is now covered in a crimson-coloured toxic
forecast the clean-up cost will reach £1.16
disaster.
layer of diesel, some 1,860 miles northeast of
billion.
Putin was furious that he was not informed
Moscow.
There are fears the pollution could spread to
of the spill earlier, and on Wednesday he
Some officials fear the only way to clear the
the Great Arctic State Nature Reserve, the
publicly scolded officials and oil managers over
pollution is to set it ablaze, which would cause a
largest nature reserve in both Russia and the
a video conference call for having to hear about
second environmental horror.
Eurasian continent, and damage fish stocks for
the spill on social media, and for their handling
generations.
of the crisis.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

New Forest Villages Unite in Fight
Against Disposable Barbecues
An article by Jon Waller published on www.advertiserandtimes.co.uk

T

HREE villages and 18 stores are disposable barbecue free, two weeks after the national
park authority called for an outright ban. All shops in Ashurst, Lyndhurst and
Brockenhurst answered the NPA’s call to stop offering them for sale, and the authority
has applauded retailers “large and small” across the district.
NPA
chairman
Oliver
Crosthwaite-Eyre said: “Thanks to
support from garages and shops
the villages of Ashurst, Lyndhurst
and Brockenhurst are all now
disposable BBQ-free.
“Our woods and lowland heathland are of
global environmental importance for wildlife and
their peaty soils store carbon and help reduce
climate change.
“Wildfires at this time of year would cause
immense damage to the ground and the rare
flora and fauna. We must protect them from
unintentional fires caused by carelessness.”
“While we have had some rain, the area
remains on a fire alert and with the warm
weather set to return, the New Forest will be at
an even greater risk of fire. This is why we need
your help.”

The NPA campaign to ban the sale of
disposable barbecues was launched a fortnight
ago with the support of Forestry England and
Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service.
It followed a large number of disposable
barbecues being used while the New Forest is
at extreme risk of fire, as multiple blazes were
tackled and numerous areas of scorched earth
were left across the protected habitats despite
the fire warning being in place.
One of the retailers who answered the NPA
call was Castles Home Hardware, in
Christchurch. Company secretary Nicky Watson
said: “I was delighted to help stop awful fires and

devastation on the Forest, heathland or coast.”
So far the campaign has received
widespread coverage, reaching nearly 300,000
people on social media with more 40,000
supporting it with likes, comments and shares.
The NPA has also urged residents to lobby
local retailers still selling disposable barbecues.
A list of participating retailers features on its
website, and a poster can be downloaded and
displayed in shop windows.
More information and a list of all stores
supporting the campaign is available at
www.newforestnpa.gov.uk/BBQFreeNewForest

the field is the property of the farmer and, as

M

ORE locally, emergency
call-outs to a barbecue and
a bonfire burning out of
control have sparked warnings
from Stansted fire station to avoid
lighting fires in dry weather.
A couple who lit a disposable barbecue in
the hollow of a 100-year-old oak tree, to
shield it from the wind, while on a picnic near
Pennington Lane on Saturday evening had
to call 999 when the tree caught light.
Stansted crew manager Dave Morland said
that it was the latest in a series of calls to that
area over the past few weeks in which fires had
been lit on farmland. The station's new off-road
vehicle – one of only four in Essex – was
deployed to the remote spot.
"We've had several calls to this area lately
for fires that have been started on grass and in
hedgerows. On this occasion, however, two
people had decided it was a good idea to light
their barbecue inside the hollow of a tree, which
obviously soon proved to be a serious mistake,"
he said.
"After we had extinguished the fire, suitable
advice/action was taken with those involved.
The oak tree was over 100 years old and has
sustained very serious damage as a result.
"Although many public footpaths exist in the
area, some go around the side of farm fields.
People using these paths have to realise that
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such, should be treated with respect and
footpaths stuck to. The lighting of fires and
barbecues in these areas is not acceptable."
The off-road vehicle was also used on the
evening of 25 June when Saffron Walden and
Newport crews called for additional help to
tackle a grass fire started by a bonfire on
farmland in Newport. The blaze damaged about
3 hectares (7.4 acres).
Mr Morland added: "Our off-road vehicle
provided the ability to get to the far side of the
field where standard-size fire appliances
couldn't get to. We spent about 30 minutes
dampening down the edges of the fire and
putting out several hotspots."
He warned: "Due to the current spate of hot
weather and with the ground so dry, we don't
advise anyone that lighting bonfires is a good
idea at the moment. Please use the recycling
centres that are now open once again."

How the Market for Carbon Credits
Will Increase UK Tree Planting
My thanks to James Cleaver (Salhouse) for drawing my attention to this
article by Jonathan Lambert, Senior Director, Scotland, at Strutt & Parker

T

REES were a hot topic during the last General Election campaign, with all political parties
making pledges to ratchet up levels of planting. In the March Budget, Chancellor Rishi
Sunak confirmed a £640m funding package in England and Wales with a promise to plant
30,000 hectares annually between 2020 and 2025 – more than double current planting rates –
with an ambition to extend tree cover from 13% to 17% in the UK.
This
drive
reflects
trees’
potential to capture and store
carbon dioxide, so helping fight
climate change. Their benefits go
beyond this, too. They can reduce
flood risks, encourage biodiversity,
enhance the landscape and purify
the air, as well as providing timber
and offering opportunities for
sport, conservation, recreation and
amenity, helping towards several of
the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs).
The fundamental problem has been how to
turn pledges into new planting, particularly in
England, given that 84%of all new planting in the
UK last year took place in Scotland.
Jon Lambert, senior director at John Clegg
& Co, Strutt & Parker’s forestry arm, says that
the market context is positive, with the sector
showing continued buoyancy. There was a 23%
increase in sales prices of commercial forestry
last year.
There is strong demand for timber, with the
UK one of the least densely forested countries
in Europe and the second biggest net importer
of timber in the world after China.
‘The forestry sector is in rude health and the
future looks excellent, but can we extract more
value from our trees?’ he says. ‘I think we can.’
This is where carbon comes into the
equation. While it is very much the ‘new kid on
the block’ when it comes to forestry valuations,
it has the potential to be a valuable new source
of income for forest and woodland owners as the
market matures, according to Lambert.
The £50m Woodland Carbon Guarantee
Scheme (WCGS), launched by Defra in 2019
and which applies in England, has given carbon
trading a new profile in the industry.
Designed to encourage landowners to plant
trees which will enable businesses to offset their
carbon footprint and help the UK reach its net
zero target by 2050, it gives farmers and
landowners the option to sell Woodland Carbon
Units (WCUs) to the government at a fixed price,
determined through six-monthly reverse
auctions. It allows them to bid the minimum price
at which planting becomes a financially viable
option to compete with alternative land uses.
To be eligible, woodlands must be
registered with the Woodland Carbon Code
(WCC), a scheme which provides a carbon
standard for woodland projects and the amount

of carbon sequestered in them. Once in the
WCGS, an owner can decide whether to sell the
carbon to the government when the carbon is
verified every five or ten years. The owner can
choose a different option at each verification
point.
At the time of going to print, official figures
from the first auction had not been released, but
it was understood that the government had
offered contracts at £25-35/t CO2.
It is already possible to trade carbon credits
on the open market – to sell WCUs to
companies looking to compensate for their own
emissions. However, prices are unfixed and
vary enormously; they are currently trading at £6
to £15/t CO2.
‘Carbon trading is not new, but the WCGS
initiative is very interesting,’ says Lambert. ‘It’s
a significant development for the UK
government to take a view that woodland
carbon is a marketable asset. I believe we will
see very substantial capital appreciation as we
monetise carbon storage.’
However, while carbon trading is set to play
an important part in the future of the forestry
industry, carbon credits do need to become
more valuable to make a significant difference,
he believes.
He also makes the case for a financial
mechanism that recognises the value of carbon
locked up in existing woodland. ‘If we are
serious about the advantages of carbon
storage, then why not? We need to make the
wider forestry sector as attractive as possible.’
Strutt & Parker rural research director Jason
Beedell believes the price of carbon is set to rise
significantly.
He cites research by academics from the
Grantham Research Institute on Climate
Change and the Environment and the Centre for
Climate Change Economics and Policy who say
that a carbon price consistent with the
government’s net-zero target would start at
£50/t CO2 (with a range of £40–100/t) in 2020,
reaching £75/t CO2 (£60–140) in 2030 and
£160/t CO2 (£125–300) in 2050.
This is what is known as the ‘shadow price’
of carbon, which is used to incorporate carbon
in economic appraisal of public investments.
While the shadow price is much higher than the
current market price, it shows the expected
increase over the next 30 years.
Given the optimism in the carbon market,
Lambert expects the WCGS initiative – which
applies to conifers and broadleaved woodland –
to accelerate planting in upland areas such as
Northumberland, Cumbria, Lancashire and
Yorkshire and on poor quality farmland.
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‘We are talking to investors interested in
buying land in England, for whom the WCGS is
very attractive.’
However, he adds: ‘Carbon credit values
are likely to rise. So the question is whether you
want to tie up some of those rights today, while
there is a view that the value could feasibly
increase in the medium to long-term.’
In tandem with the WCGS, another way to
unlock the carbon value of trees is through the
private sector and payments are likely to be
realised more quickly under such deals.
One such private firm, Forest Carbon –
which has been trading since 2006 – offers 70%
of payment on completion of planting and 30%
when a project has had its first satisfactory
verification five years later.
Director James Hepburne-Scott stresses
the voluntary nature of the market. ‘There is no
fixed price for carbon. It is a matched bargain
between a landowner and a buyer. Prices are
rising because demand is increasing,’ he says.
‘There are two determining factors: what a
seller is willing to accept and what a business
can be persuaded to pay. But you must
remember that this is a voluntary market and
there are cheaper verified carbon credits
available from overseas.’
Matthew Bennison, land agent and senior
associate director at Strutt & Parker, highlights
the range of funding available in England for
forestry and woodland, including capital grants,
through England’s Countryside Stewardship
Scheme, the Forestry Commission’s Woodland
Carbon Fund and the HS2 Woodland Fund.
While such grants can be applied for in
tandem with WCGS funding – and the
government is at pains to reassure landowners
that any woodland creation schemes done now
will not receive less support than when the
Environmental Land Management System
(ELMS) is introduced – Bennison stresses that
forestry projects have to make sense as part of
the wider rural business.
‘In England and Wales, it is currently difficult
to make the economics stack up if you are only
focused on the financial benefits. Some of the
grant conditions can be quite onerous and
interested parties need to look at funding
options very carefully and work out whether the
shoe fits,’ he says.
Lambert, meanwhile, believes the results of
a more effective policy framework are being
seen north of the border, where the Scottish
government’s more comprehensive and easyto-access Forestry Grant Scheme underpins
considerable planting. It supports new woodland
creation – funding initial planting, annual

maintenance and costs such as fencing and tree
‘There, strong competitive bidding for land
on planting the right trees, in the right places, for
protection; plus provides for the management of
suitable for planting is lifting prices to new levels.
the right reasons.
existing forestry through capital grants for
This is what we need if we are to materially
Lambert believes attitudes are changing
woodland
management
and
annual
increase forest cover in the UK, but the
with more people recognising the scope for the
maintenance
for
sustainable
forest
momentum needs to spread to England and
farming and forestry sectors to work together in
management.
Wales to achieve real success. But I believe the
a very positive way.
In 2018-19, new woodland creation in
grants system south of the border will change to
“Far more farmers are now coming and
Scotland extended to more than 11,000 ha,
facilitate planting targets and once that happens
asking questions about forestry. There has been
exceeding its 10,000 ha target and representing
we will see a big improvement there.’
a sea change in view.”
the highest figure since 2002.
However, he stresses that the focus must be
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Dr Jo’s Corner
The column by Jo Parmenter, Reedham’s Parish Tree Warden

Lady Fern Athyrium filix-femina

T

HIS is perhaps one of our most stunningly beautiful native ferns, although there are
undoubtedly close contenders for the title. Lady fern has delicate, feathery foliage, which
is a beautiful light green shade when young, which it is at the moment, having recently
emerged from its winter dormancy. The fronds taper to the tip and base and the ‘stalk’ is often
pink-tinged.
Over here in Norfolk we only find
it on slightly acid soils beside
ditches or pools in shade and it’s
pretty uncommon.
If you go over to Wales or the south-west

through, you will find it becomes one of the most
common species and grows happily on roadside
banks and in woodlands, although it generally
stays in the shade.
This one was growing next to a ditch close
to the North-Walsham-Dilham Canal; but if you

want to go and see it closer to Norwich, there’s
some growing at Racecourse Plantation, and
there are also a few plants in the SalhouseWoodbastwick area.

Wall lettuce Mycelis muralis

W

ALL LETTUCE is an often overlooked species, being mistaken for less lovely plant
species such as sowthistle (Sonchus spp) or nipplewort (Lapsana communis), but is
often quite common and widespread, occupying a range of habitats from dry woodland
to limestone pavement, cliffs and walls, which is where you can often find it in urban areas and
I presume makes a decent substitute for a nice deep grike.
This particular patch was
growing on dry, shady ground in
Bacton Wood in north-east Norfolk,
but you can also find it in urban
Norwich, around the area where the
old chalk quarries used to be and

on lime mortar or shady calcareous
woodland elsewhere in East Anglia.
The key features to look out for are the lack
of hairs, which immediately separates it from
nipplewort, and the very slender, branching
stems, which bear small, bright yellow flowers,
each with 5 ligules (petals).
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The leaves are rather dandelion-like, but are
dissected almost to the midrib. The large
triangular terminal lobe is also characteristic.
It flowers from July to September, so should
become very visible within the next couple of
weeks.
Images are shown on the following page.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Stop Press

H

AVING just completed this edition of Broadsheet and got it all ready to send out to you
all, I saw an alert on my laptop for what appeared to be a most interesting article on the
BBC website. Despite what may people say, I still rely on the BBC to give the most
accurate and unbiased reports and its reporters are of the highest calibre.
So, I didn’t hesitate to open the
link and I found an article titled
“Extra £14bn needed a year for
climate”, by Roger Harrabin, BBC
environment analyst. Harrabin’s
reports are always of interest and
this one didn’t disappoint.
Therefore, I opened up this edition of
Broadsheet and added this “Stop Press” article.
I hope you find it as interesting as I have.

A

N EXTRA £14bn is needed
each year to help the UK
meet its climate commitments, a new think tank report
suggests.
Green Alliance says the cash is needed for
clean transport, nature restoration, and lowcarbon buildings.
Over the past three years, it says that £9bn
has been spent on projects that actually
increase CO2, like roads.
It comes as large UK firms make a promise
to "kick-start a new approach" and "put the
environment first".
The Green Alliance think tank insists though
that the funding issue must be solved in the
prime minister’s economic recovery speech

expected on Tuesday.
Its calculations are based on the
government’s own assessment of major
projects in the pipeline released on 16 June.
The government said it is determined to
meet carbon targets, but the report draws
attention to ministers' plans to spend £28bn on
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roads.
The authors cast doubt on whether the
government should spend any more money at
all on projects that increase CO2 emissions.
Chris Venables, head of politics at Green
Alliance, said of Tuesday's expected speech:
"This is a once in a generation opportunity for

the prime minister to create the foundations of a
healthier, more resilient economy.
"For ‘Project Speed’ (the prime minister's
infrastructure review) to be successful, it must
be the most ambitious climate infrastructure
project ever, creating jobs in every corner of the
UK.
"It can’t mean a bonfire of regulations
locking in polluting activities for decades to
come.”
The report supports analysis by the Trades
Union Congress defining the best value for
money from job-creating schemes. Roadbuilding was judged poorly.
The calculations judge projects based on
jobs created per pound of public investment.
Best value are said to be: retrofitting
buildings and creating cycle lanes, which are
given a score of 20.
Electric ferries, battery factories and
reforestation score 19; decarbonising industry,
new electric UK buses, 18; and upgrading
railways, installing electric vehicle chargers, and
environmental restoration, 17.
Broadband expansion scores 15, but roadbuilding, by comparison, scores just 10.
In a previous interview for BBC News, AA
President Edmund King endorsed the role of
broadband.
He told BBC News: "Arguably in future, we
should invest more in broadband (than new
roads), because what this crisis has shown is
that the majority of companies can continue
working from home, and it can be more
efficient."
Meanwhile, the government is facing legal
action from a group complaining that road plans
are incompatible with climate objectives.
Andrew Adonis, former head of the National
Infrastructure Commission told BBC News: “We
need to tackle bottlenecks in the road system
but it is vital we promote a long-term shift to low
carbon transport.
"The coalition agreement for the new Irish
government includes a 2-1 split for all future
transport capital spending to be on public
transport and cycling rather than roads. We
should consider doing the same in the UK.”
A government spokesperson said: “The
prime minister has been clear that the UK
should have the most ambitious environmental
programme of any country on earth.
“The actions we are taking to achieve our
zero emissions target will help to deliver a
stronger, cleaner, more sustainable and more
resilient economy after this pandemic – and
already there are over 460,000 UK jobs in low
carbon businesses and their supply chains.”
On Monday, more than 200 business
leaders will meet with Business Secretary Alok
Sharma and Environment Secretary George
Eustice at a Council for Sustainable Business
event.
FTSE 100 firms including Unilever,
Standard Chartered and Direct Line will discuss
measures that business can take to cut carbon
emissions with ministers as they also try to deal
with the fallout of the coronavirus crisis.
Attendees will be asked to show
government that they are keen to work with
them on a "cleaner, greener, more resilient
economic recovery post Covid-19".

N 25 June, Roger Harrabin
reported that government
advisers had said that car
taxes should be increased to help
fund the battle against climate
change.

O

They say ministers should bring forward the

date for ending sales of new conventional cars
from 2035 to 2032.
The Committee on Climate Change (CCC)
says the chancellor should also consider
increasing the tax on gas for home heating.
It says the changes should be made as the
UK looks to recover from the Covid-19 crisis by
creating jobs.
The CCC also recommends the country aim
to cut carbon emissions as part of a “green
recovery“.
It says the government has a once-in-alifetime opportunity to change society for the
better.
A government spokesperson said that
tackling climate change should be at the heart
of the UK's economic recovery.
But the committee insists that ministers
must send the right economic messages to
consumers.
The CCC chair, Lord Deben, says it makes
sense to raises fuel prices when the cost of oil
is low - and use the proceeds to subsidise lowemissions vehicles.
He said: “It seems perfectly clear that we
should increase the tax on the very low oil prices
we have at the moment. We need to make
people who choose the right way to do so
cheaper than those who choose the wrong
way.”
The committee was more cautious about
increasing the price of heating gas, and Lord
Deben said the poor must be protected from
high prices.
But it said the Treasury’s forthcoming
review of climate policies must tackle the issue,
as home heating must shift from gas towards
low-carbon alternatives.
Another sector in urgent need of investment
is the cooling of people’s homes, the report
says.
As much of the UK swelters, the CCC warns
that elderly and sick people are vulnerable to
overheating, with hospitals, care homes,
prisons, and flats in the south of England
particularly at risk.
It projects that annual heat-related deaths
could more than double by 2050 to 5,000 –
that’s even if emissions targets are achieved.
It says refurbishing homes would improve
lives and reduce emissions whilst also creating
thousands of “green” jobs.
Ventilation could be improved, sun-shading
could be fixed to windows, and trees could be
planted to cool the air and provide shade.
The report warns that the government will
need to exceed its manifesto commitments on
homes.
It also says the post-Covid-19 changes will
require what’s known as a just transition’ for
workers who’ll need to be re-trained from highcarbon to low-carbon jobs.
The report warns ministers against
protecting jobs in polluting industries because
that will lock in higher emissions in the long
term.
It identifies key policy areas:
• Getting around: It must be easier for
people to walk and cycle. Better
broadband is needed for home working.
The government's ambition to reduce the
number of car journeys needs policies.
• Trees: Planting projects and peatland
restoration generate skilled employment
as well as benefiting the climate,
biodiversity, air quality, and flood
prevention.
• Energy: Networks must be strengthened
to support electrification of transport and
heating. New infrastructure is needed for
hydrogen, and carbon capture and
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storage.
• Innovation: Major investment is needed in
research and development to give the UK
a competitive advantage in clean
industries.
Baroness Brown of Cambridge, chair of the
CCC’s adaptation committee, said: “Covid-19
has shown that planning for systemic risks is
unavoidable.
“We have warned repeatedly that the UK is
poorly prepared for the very serious impacts of
climate change, including flooding, overheating
and water shortages. Now is the moment to get
our house in order.”
A Government spokesperson said: "We
agree that tackling climate change should be at
the heart of our economic recovery.
"We were the first major economy to commit
to achieving net zero emissions by 2050.
"We believe that the actions we need to
achieve that target can help to deliver a
stronger, cleaner, more sustainable and more
resilient economy after this pandemic."
The CCC has been one of many
organisations urging a green recovery. Some of
them think help should be refused to struggling
high-carbon industries such as aviation unless
“green strings” are attached.
Among the voices is the employers’
organisation, the CBI, which said: “The need to
act urgently on climate change will remain just
as important as before the outbreak of
coronavirus.”
A report from the green think-tank ECIU said
investing in low-carbon jobs can help to ”level
up” the UK to benefit the so-called “Red Wall“
constituencies that proved pivotal in the 2019
General Election.
And an overwhelming majority (79%) of
Climate Assembly UK members – from many
different backgrounds - said the government
should support changes which help meet the
UK’s net zero emissions target.
The prime minister has said he wants to
invest in a greener UK and he’s expected to
offer some policy details in coming weeks.
Benny Peiser, from the libertarian group the
Global Warming Policy Forum, doubts that he’ll
fully follow the committee’s advice.
He told BBC News: “Any policy that
prioritises climate change policy over a rapid
economic recovery would be suicidal for both
the UK economy and the government. While
Boris may talk the talk, he is unlikely to walk the
walk.”
The committee is also criticised – from the
opposite direction - by the authors of a report in
the journal Climate Policy.
Researchers concluded that planned UK
emissions cuts are less than half as rigorous as
needed for the country to contribute fairly
towards restricting global climate heating to less
than 2ºC.
Co-author Prof Kevin Anderson told me:
“The trouble is that the committee isn’t looking
at what needs to be done – it’s looking at what it
can say without being politically ignored. That’s
very different.”
Lord Deben replied: “That is absolutely
untrue”.

I

HOPE you can see why I thought
I should include these two
articles. How we re-build following COVID-19 is vitally important.
It is an opportunity to step back from the
brink. We should not be building more roads,
HS2 or nuclear power stations, but instead
investing in green energy and planting more
trees and woodlands.

Tree Preservation Orders and
Conservation Area News
Broadland Tree Preservation Orders Served, Confirmed and Revoked
TPO Number

Address

Served

Trees Protected

Status

2020 No 1 (1303)

Robin Hill, 16 South Walsham Road, Acle

17/02/2020

All trees on site

Provisional

2020 No 2 (1304)

Agricultural land north of Buxton Road,
Aylsham

19/02/2020

2 x oak

Provisional

2020 No 3 (1305)

Land at Wood Green, Salhouse

09/03/2020

1 x Leyland cypress

Provisional

Provisional

Provisional

2020 No 4 (1306)

Land rear of 48 Spixworth Road, Old Catton

29/04/2020

T1 oak,
T2 deodar cedar
T3 copper beech
T4 yew

2020 No 5 (1307)

66 Charles Close, Wroxham

26/05/2020

1 x Atlas cedar

Current Works to Trees Subject to a Tree Preservation Order and Section
211 Notifications for Works to Trees Within Conservation Areas
App No

Address

Cat

Species / Requested Works

Decision

20191487

Thatched House, 10 The Street,
Coltishall

211

Coppicing of 6 sallow and 3 silver birch. Currently 8m in Height.

19/09/2019

20191569

68 St Williams Way, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 oak - end weight reduction. Reduce width from 13.5m 8m.

28/11/2019

20191764

The Loft, Aylsham Water Mill, Mill Row,
Aylsham

211

Lime – fell.

08/11/2019

13/11/2019

20191768

Belt Farm, Mill Row, Aylsham

211

T1- fell.
T2 yew - crown lift to 4m & reduce laterals to rear of property by
2-2.5m.
T3 sycamore - remove to coppice.
T4 - remove all sycamore stems and holly 5m of garden wall.

20191982

Bircham Centre, Market Place, Reepham

211

T1 and T2 holly – fell.

31/12/2019

20200180

Tanamera, 165 Shakespeare Way,
Taverham

TPO

T1 oak - fell.

28/01/2020

20200271

Hill House, Heydon Road, Aylsham

TPO

T2 horse chestnut – fell.

10/02/2020

20200316

Land Adj Willow End, Swan Plain,
Horsham St Faith

211

Ash - reduce back from Willow End's back garden. Reduce
crown spread from 20m to 15m.

17/02/2020

20200373

County Hall, Martineau Lane, Norwich

TPO

Details attached.

24/02/2020

20200407

5 Bulwer Close, Buxton With Lamas

TPO

Beech - reduce height 18.5m to 16m and reduce sides of tree by
from current crown spread from 8.8m to 7.8m.

27/02/2020

20200430

Green Farm Bungalow, 109 The Street,
Oulton

211

Yew outside Green Farm Cottage, Green Farm - tree is in close
proximity to the rear of the house and with the needles dropping
is causing damage to the guttering and downpipes.

Approved

20200431

19 Breck Farm Lane, Taverham

TPO

T1 cedar – fell.

Approved

Approved

20200438

Lion House, 5 Unicorn Yard, Aylsham

211

S1, S2 &S3 sycamore - fell and re-plant with combination of 3-5
wild cherry and rowan.
B1 silver birch – fell.
B2, B3, B4, B5 & B6 silver birch - current height approx 7m,
reduce by approx 2m.

20200473

2 Church Lane, Burgh-Next-Aylsham

211

T1 4 x oaks along hedge line - reduce and crown thin, some
branches very close to overhead power lines.
T2 pine in the hedge line - reduce 30%.
T3 alder in the hedge line – fell.
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03/03/2020

20200484

23 Station New Road, Brundall

TPO

T1 sycamore - fell.
T2 sycamore - reduce lateral branches on property side only
from 6m to 4m, reduce height from 15m to 13m and remove 3 x
suckering stems at base.
T3 sycamore - remove secondary rubbing limb and reduce
property side from 5m to 2.5m.
T4 sycamore - remove 3 x suckers/saplings growing at base and
reduce large limb on property side from 5m to 3m.

20200501

108 Kingswood Avenue, Taverham

TPO

Removal of dead larch.

12/03/2020

20200517

The Conifers, 2B Breck Farm Lane,
Taverham

TPO

Himalayan birch - crown reduce by 1.5m leaving a spread of 5 6m

12/03/2020

10/03/2020

06/03/2020

20200519

Postwick Lodge, 2 Cullings Hill, Postwick

TPO

T1 beech - reduction in height from 19m to 15-16m and
reduction in spread on north from 10m to 8m, south from 8m to
6m, east from 11m to 9m and west from 12m to 10m.
T2 beech - reduction in height from 20m to 17m and reduction in
spread on north from 9m to 7m, south from 11m to 9m, east from
10m to 8m and west from 10m to 8m.

20200686

66 Charles Close, Wroxham

211

Atlas cedar – fell.

20200720

The White House, 66 Spixworth Road,
Old Catton

211

T1 sycamore and T2 horse chestnut - reduce branches
overhanging neighbours’ garden to boundary.

20200802

Oakapples, 12 Lower Street, Salhouse

TPO

T1 oak - reduce crown by approxy 2 m and thin regrowth
sections by up to 15.1 (HT 12 m W 9.5m).
T2 lime - reduce crown by approx 2 to 2.5m (HT 13.5m W 7.5m)

27/03/2020

20200803

Top Barn, Broad Farm Upper Street,
Salhouse

TPO

Leyland cypresses 8 to 9 m HT (13m) and 1 sycamore HT (10m)
to be felled for site to be cleared after years of neglect for new
landscaping. Note: fallen trees from storm will also be cleared

27/03/2020

20200819

46 Springfield Road, Taverham

TPO

T4 Lawson cypress and 2 x adjacent cypresses – remove.

Approved

20200821

The Old Bank House Stables, 2 Burgh
Road, Aylsham

211

Sorbus – fell.

Approved

20200850

Ashwell House, 71 A Thunder Lane,
Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 beech - reduce lateral branches growing on the eastern
portion of crown over road towards the overhead utilities back to
parent branches by 'drop crotching' (a reduction of around 3-4m).

Approved

20200858

6B Westbourne Road, Coltishall

TPO

Lime x14 - removal of low and damaged branches to facilitate
use of back garden.

Approved

20200864

Speckled Wood, Pyebush Lane, Acle

TPO

T1 Pinus nigra - reduce crown by 1.5m, reducing height from
23m to 21.5m and crown spread from 12m to 10.5m.
G2 Leyland cypress, T3 Pinus nigra, T4 ash (dead) and T3 – fell.

21/04/2020

Approved

TPO required
Approved

20200865

52 The Warren, Old Catton

TPO

T1 red oak - reduce crown laterally; crown spread is 25m and will
be reduced to 21m. Crown clean (remove maximum of 10% of
crown) and remove of deadwood, crown lift to 2m.
T2 tulip tree - crown lift over pathway to provide 2.5m clearance
& prune away from overhead utilities to provide 0.5m clearance.

20200866

305 Wroxham Road, Sprowston

TPO

T1 oak: remove as tree is failing.

Approved

16/04/2020

20200883

29 Drayton Lodge Park, Drayton

TPO

T1 beech - reduce branch ends on the south-east side of tree by
3m to leave radius at 9m.
T2 beech - reduce radius on south-east by 4m to leave radius at
10m on this side.
T3 beech - reduce lowest branch over fence by 2.5m to leave
remaining branch at 9.5m to allow light to flower bed.

20200888

5 Church Street, Old Catton

211

T1 Scots pine - fell and replace with different species.
T2 ash - fell and replace in suitable location.

Approved

20200894

Ribblesdale, 26 Plumstead Road, Great
Little Plumstead

TPO

T1 acacia and T2 to T8 leylandii – fell.

Approved

20200899

6 Laundry Close, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 beech - reduce by 1.5m in order to re-shape crown and to
alleviate conflict with surroundings and Installation of 4t dynamic
bracing system at around 10m between the two biforcated stems
in order to alleviate stem failure at v-shaped union at 2.5m.

Approved

211

T1 oak - reduce crown to 11m.
T2 & T4 oak - fell and replace.
T3 ash - fell and replace with oak.
T5 sycamore - fell and replace with hawthorn.
T6 & T8 sycamore - fell and replace with wild cherry.
T7 elm – fell.

Approved

20200903

Heydon Hall, The Street, Heydon
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20200909

6 Western Avenue, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T20 oak - prune to first turn in LHS branch to lift weight and
improve light to under-storey.
T15 sycamore - lift canopy to give 1.5m clearance of telephone
line and clearance for their bin lorry.
T24 - sycamore - prune branch to lift canopy of Chapel Lane
garden trees.
T35 ash - reduction / removal down to stump or approx 1.8m
main trunk to remove risk of dead branch fall.
T72A and B - horse chestnuts, and ivy covered limbless trunk reduce multi-stemmed trees, with epicormic growth to stumps.
T03 sycamore - prune branch overhanging garden of No11
South Avenue to reduce weight.

Approved

Approved

20200917

Open Space, Badersfield

TPO

T26 cherry - reduce crown by 2.5m to height of 9.5m.
T72 crab apple - reduce tree height by 6m to 9m.
T78 cherry - fell and replace.
T96 silver birch: -remove broken branch.
T115 bird cherry - remove decayed branch.

20200936

Wintop House, 2 Church Lane, Burgh

211

G1 3 oaks & 1 ash - crown lift to 4.5m.
T1 pine - crown lift to 4.5m.
T2 alder – fell.

Approved

20200940

25 Stony Lane, Reepham

TPO

3 x Leyland cypress - fell and replace with silver birch & rowan.

Approved

Approved

20200941

Keys Hill Park, Park Road, Wroxham

211

T1 sycamore, T2 elm & T9 hawthorn & elm - remove dead trees.
T3 pine: remove.
G4: mixed hedgerow - crown raise overhang of public footpath
by 3m.
T5 - remove dead stem.
T6 Lawson cypress - reduce height from 12m by 2-3m.
T7 sycamore: 4m tall, remove lowest branch encroaching staff
car park bay.
T8 conifers x 7 – fell.

20200942

Lucky For Some ,13 Millgate, Aylsham

211

Fir – fell.

Approved

20200954

Dairy Farm Cart Lodge, Heydon Lane,
Heydon

211

T1 and T2 holly – fell.

Approved

20200962

42 Millgate, Aylsham

211

Conifer – fell.

Approved

20200963

38 Keys Drive, Wroxham

TPO

T7 lime – fell.

06/05/2020

20200967

Holly House, 4 Stanmore Road, Thorpe
St Andrew

211

T1 conifer - current height 9m, reduce height by 1.8m.
Unknown tree like shrub - reduce to stump.
Sycamores x 5 - reduce height from approx 9m to approx 1.8m.

11/05/2020

Approved

20200972

Wyevale Garden Centre, Blue Boar Lane,
Sprowston

TPO

T1 pine - reduce lower branches back to main stem where they
overhang glass house to 9m and reduce higher branches back
to appropriate points to retain live growth but reduce overhang
over the glass house in order to take weight from the side over
the glass house and reduce chances of failure of branches over
the glass house.
T2 pine - suppressed by T1 and has a very biased canopy and a
lean over the glass house. Remove to a low stump which will
also allow other more viable self-set trees (birch, oak and pine)
in the area to grow.
T3 sweet chestnut - in later stages of decline - coppice to give a
chance to re-grow and reduce risk of failure onto glass house.

20200976

Brundall County Primary School,
Braydeston Avenue, Brundall

TPO

Tree species as identified in submitted arboricultural Impact
assessment along Braydeston Avenue - raise crown above road
to 5.2m.

Approved

20200978

The Copse, 3 Saint Andrews Park,
Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1, T4 and T5 ash - fell due to ash dieback.
T2 ash - double stemmed ash, remove two lowest limbs growing
toward the neighbours oak.
T3 ash remove large snapped limb caught up in the nearby tree.

Approved

20200982

Garth En Wold, 36 Woodland Drive,
Great Little Plumstead

211

Cherry – dead – remove.

Approved
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20200989

Catton Court, Old Catton

TPO

T17 yew (adj 1 Catton Court) - reduce eastern crown from radius
of 6.5m to 5.5m and southern crown from radius of 6.5m to 5.5m.
T21 yew (front of Catton Court adj public footpath) - raise low
branches to give clearance of 3m and reduce back from
highway. Reduce crown radius to north from 5m to 4m and to
west from 5.5m to 4.5m.
T22 yew (adj back garden to rear of office) - reduce crown
spread to north, south and west from 5.5m to 4.5m. Reduce
crown radius to east from 4m to 3.5m.
T23 yew (adj back garden to rear of office) - trim back stem
shoots. Reduce crown radius to north, south east and west from
4.5m to 4m.
T24 & T25 sycamores (on amenity green space area at front of
Catton Court) - raise crown by removing stem shoots and
secondary branches to give clearance of 4m.
T26 birch (visitors car park) - reduce height from 18m to 14m
and crown radius to north, south, east & west from 5.5m to 4m.
T36 oak (amenity green space within Catton Court) - raise low
branches over access drive to give clearance of 5m and to clear
street light.

20200999

Appletree Cottage, 21 The Hill, Coltishall

TPO

Cedar - current height approx 15m. Crown clean to remove dead
branches at the bottom up to approx 1.5m height and crown
clean to thin approx 10%.

Approved

20201000

The Grange, The Street, Heydon

211

Oak – fell.

Approved

18/05/2020

Approved

12/05/2020

20201006

17 Belmore Close, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 beech - reduce crown by 2m and crown lift to 5m, crown
clean and removal of deadwood (thin by a maximum of 10%).
Current height around 20m and crown spread 22m.
T2 beech - crown lift to 5m to provide sufficient clearance over
surrounding gardens and outbuildings.

20201007

6 Plumstead Road, Thorpe End

TPO

T1 Lawson cypress – fell.
T2 silver birch - reduce height by 2m from 6.5m to 4.5m and
crown thin by 20% in order to alleviate crossing branch issues.

20201009

17 Belmore Close, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 beech - reduce crown by 1.5-2m in order to reduce effects of
suppression by neighbouring beech tree and to match proposed
work to neighbouring beech tree. Crown lift to 5m.

18/05/2020

20201021

Hall Lane, Drayton

TPO

Plum trees, beech and rowan - remove branches overhanging
33A Hall Lane.

19/05/2020

Approved

20201024

Serendipity, 10 South Avenue, Thorpe St
Andrew,

211

T1 purple plum - height approx 8m, radius spread approx 4m. To
crown clean and carry out all round reduction of height by approx
2-3m to 5-6m and laterals by about 1-1.5m to 2.5-3m.
T2 magnolia - height approx 5m, radius spread approx 4m. To
crown clean and reduce three main stems growing out of main
crown by approx 2-3m, the rest of the canopy should remain
untouched.
T3 - standing stem - species unknown. To reduce in height for
safety reasons, retaining for habitat.
T4 oak - height approx 20m, radius spread approx 5-6m. Raise
to approx 6m to main break in fork and reduce western aspect of
crown by approx 1.5-2m.

20201027

Appletree Cottage, 21 The Hill,
Coltishall,

211

T1 conifer: current height 6m, reduce to 4m.
T2 tree in vegetable patch - crown raise up to 2m.

Approved

20201033

38 Wilks Farm Drive, Sprowston

TPO

Oak - trim branches back to border of the property.

19/05/2020

20201036

Roselle , 7 Oaklands Close, Halvergate

211

Poplar and twisted willow – fell.

20201042

2 Old Rectory Close, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

G1 yews - reduce by 2m as part of ongoing arboricultural
management and shade alleviation, removal of ivy and
deadwood. Current height 10m to be reduced to 8m
G2 holly - reduce by 1m as part of ongoing arboricultural
management and shade alleviation. Current height 5m and 6m
to be reduced to 4m and 5m.

20201045

Cranleigh , 16 Woodland Drive, Great
Little Plumstead

TPO

Pine – fell.

211

Re-prune all overhanging branches from the surrounding self
sown ash and willow trees. The extent of pruning will be carried
out where possible to the full height of the trees reducing as
much overhang as possible thus reducing all side lateral
branches back in line with the boundary with no pruning cut
made back by any more than 1.5m. This will improve the light
through to the garden. The semi mature holly within the rear
courtyard, to restrict its spread and to improve its shape and
form, we would undertake selective remedial pruning of approx
300mm, shaping the tree into a more conical upright form.

20201074

35 Glenmore House, High Street,
Foulsham,
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Approved

22/05/2020

Approved

21/05/2020

20201075

2 Harrold Close, South Walsham

TPO

T1 and T2 beech - reduce crown by approx 1.5m to leave
finished height of 14m and crown radius of 4m on both trees to
allow light and clearance to garden and bungalow.
G1 group of Scots pine and beech trees planted as a woodland
plantation- silvicultural thinning to remove the weaker and
suppressed trees to allow the stronger trees to develop. The
Scots pine proposed for removal have sparse crowns and are
being crowded out. Thinning the plantation will allow it to develop
and achieve the final tree spacing.

20201076

2 Yare Valley Rise, Brundall

TPO

T2 lime - initial crown reduction from 25m to 15m followed by
reduction to 5m within two years.

20201085

Church Cottage, 2 Norwich Road,
Strumpshaw

TPO

T1 oak - crown clean predominately removing dead branches,
crown lift to give 4m clearance over Buckenham Road and
reduce branches growing towards house to create 2m clearance.

20201090

10A West End Avenue, Brundall

TPO

T1 horse chestnut - weight reduce by 2m off the height (not
affecting overall height), 2m on west side (from 7m to 5m) and
2m on other sides (from 7m to 6m).

28/05/2020

20201091

Llanilterne , 5 Green Lane North, Great
Little Plumstead

TPO

T1 tulip tree - reduce size by 20% from 4m to 3m high and from
3m to 2.5m wide.
T2 sycamore - ?
T3 sycamore – fell.

29/05/2020

20201093

Gatehouse Lodge, Fakenham Road,
Morton On The Hill

TPO

G1 hedge line beside drive comprising laurels and yews - reduce
height to 2.5m - 3m.
T2 yew - crown lift over rear extension to clear roof by 4m (6m
from ground level) by removing 5 laterals.

03/06/2020

20201096

17 Littlewood, Drayton

TPO

Pine – fell

01/06/2020

20201098

Chestnuts, 14 The Boulevard, Great
Little Plumstead

211

T1 birch - weight reduce by 2-3 m to lessen branch loading and
chance of limb failure, crown lift to give 4-5m clearance.

20200999

Appletree Cottage, 21 The Hill, Coltishall

TPO

Cedar - current height approx 15m. Crown clean to remove dead
branches at the bottom up to approx 1.5m height and crown
clean to thin approx 10%.

03/06/2020

20201101

Fuchsia House, 4 Barnby Road,
Badersfield

TPO

G5 cherry x 2 – fell.
T123 oak - crown clean to remove deadwood, promote health
and reduce risk of dead wood falling onto property or persons. 2
replacement trees (milkflower Cotoneaster labelled 5 & 6) have
already been planted and established.

03/06/2020

20201110

1 South Avenue, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 Monterey cypress - remove previously topped stem towards
north, raise remaining canopy to 4/5 m, clean crown of dead
surpressed crossing branches.
T3 Lawson cypress – fell.

04/06/2020

20201112

St Margarets House, 1 Staitheway Road,
Wroxham

211

T1 fir - fell due to heavy decline.

20201114

The Knoll, 13 Highfield Avenue, Brundall

TPO

G3 hybrid poplar - fell.

04/06/2020

20201116

Norbrey, 58 Bishops Close, Thorpe St
Andrew.

211

T01 oak - cut back all branches to 3ft from main trunk of tree.
T02 confer - fell and replace with landscaped planting.

04/06/2020

20201119

Meadow View, 102 Lower Street,
Salhouse

211

T1 cedar – reduce crown height from 5m to 4.5m and radial
spread from 2m to 1.5m.

09/06/2020

Approved

26/05/2020

Approved

Approved

Approved

Approved

20201121

Glenmaric, Marsh Road, Halvergate

TPO

TPO 1 - dead walnut – fell.
TPO 2 - horse chestnut - I would like to remove branches from
this tree as the branches are growing around the telephone
cable. Current estimated height is 25m, crown thin by 2%.

20201122

20 Bircham Road, Reepham

TPO

T1 ornamental tree and T2, T3, T4, T5, T6 & T7 leylandii –
remove and replace with mixed species shrubs to fence height,
which will enhance the house and garden.

08/06/2020

08/06/2020

05/06/2020

20201127

20 Saint Davids Drive, Great Little
Plumstead

TPO

T1 & T2 oak - crown reduction and thin mature trees forming
single canopy, extended limbs to be reduced by 1-2m to reduce
sail factor and end weight as one of the oaks has a heavy
inclination toward multiple targets including a house. The trees
are in good health and showing positive vitality. The lightweight
nature of the proposed pruning will only enhance the trees’
structure and hopefully strengthen interior growth for years to
come. They are of large amenity value to an otherwise built up
area lacking trees. Deadwood removal and a light crown raise of
4-5m would also be requested to allow vehicles to pass without
contact, and to reduce detritus falling from the canopies.

20201131

37 Chapel Street, Cawston

211

Willow - pollard from 12m to 4m.
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20201132

Yarehill, 56 Thunder Lane, Thorpe St
Andrew,

TPO

T1 sycamore and T2 yew – fell.

04/06/2020

20201137

11 The Street, Burgh and Tuttington

211

6 x leylandi – remove.

08/06/2020

20201150

Four Winds, 144 Lower Street, Salhouse

211

Ash – pollard at 8 – 10 m

11/06/2020

20201151

The Old Granaries, 7 White Lion Road,
Coltishall

211

T1 copper beech - reduce height/upper crown by 1.5-2m from
approx 17m to 15m.
T2, T3 & T4 conifers – remove.
T5 cherry - reduce height by 1m from approx 7m to 6m to
previous pruning points.

09/06/2020

20201168

68A Church Street, Old Catton

211

Variegated maple - crown raise to 3m and crown reduction by 22.5m (current height 10-11m).

11/06/2020

20201169

(Plot 3) 16B Harvey Lane, Thorpe St
Andrew

211

Removal of 6 dead trees identified in photographs as 120023,
120042, 120130, 120142, 120201 & 120028.

Approved

20201171

Squirrel Hill, 18 South Avenue, Thorpe
St Andrew

211

Dead hawthorn – remove.

Approved

TPO

T3 ash – fell.
T4 purple leaf plum - crown lift to 5.5m above highway; crown
clean and remove hazardous deadwood over roadway; crown
reduce by 2-3m to reduce end loading and failure risk.
T7 maple - crown lift vehicle damaged branches over car park to
3-4m.
T8, T9 & T10 willows - crown lift to 5.5m above highway; crown
clean and remove hazardous deadwood over roadway.
G3 Monterey cypress - crown lift to 5.5m above highway; crown
clean and remove hazardous deadwood over roadway & access.

12/06/2020

15/06/2020

20201172

Centre of pond 175m from south barn,
Buxton Lodge. Barns 57m from
unnamed road, Mill Reach, Buxton With
Lamas.

20201175

Land at Haveringland Hall Park,
Haveringland

TPO

No 4 lodges- 2 x ash – fell.
1A lodge- skinny Scots pine growing through canopy of
neighbouring sycamore - fell.
10 Lakeside- Silver birch - remove large limb over caravan to
balance the tree canopy.
35 Lakeview - leaning oak - fell.
16 Lakeside- 3 x leylandii – fell.
17 Lakeside- small conifer - fell.
1 Arboretum – oak - raise and crown clean.

20201178

18 Millgate, Aylsham

211

T1 beech - reduce over-extending lateral branches to south from
9m to 4m.
T2 oak - reduce over-extending branches to north side from 8m
to 5m and to give the canopy a 15 % thin.

15/06/2020

20201180

Boundary tree at village pond, Parkside
Drive, Old Catton

211

Acer - trim branches touching roof of number 5 by approx 1.5m,
current length 3-4m.

18/06/2020

20201181

Gatehouse Lodge, Fakenham Road,
Morton On The Hill

TPO

T1 oak - reduce loading on dominant limb. Reduce by 3-4m to
leave 6-8m by no more than 15% where needed on limb.

20201188

Bramblings, 57 Station Road, Foulsham

211

Cherry – remove.

12/06/2020

15/06/2020

Approved

20201190

Buttercup Meadow, Spiworth Road, Old
Catton

211

Oak - crown lift over path/roadway by approx 3m and laterally by
up to 2m. Clear around street light by 1m.
T2 field maple - crown lift over pathway and reduce back where
necessary.
T3 sycamore - remove to hedge line and crown raise to allow 3m
clearance.

20201191

Old Forge, 10 Chapel Street, Cawston

211

T1 willow - height approx 9m – re-pollard to main fork.
T2 apple - height 6m - remove north stem branching over shed
to east. Prune remaining tree by approx 1.5m

15/06/2020

20201192

29 & 26 Seton Road, Taverham

TPO

T10 oak - remove 2 lower limbs over garden (height approx 18m)
G7 beech - height approx 20m - reduce extended limb in upper
crown to SW by approx 2m. Reduce additional branches
overhanging the garage by 1.5m.

15/06/2020

20201202

74 Charles Close, Wroxham

211

T1 crab apple – fell. Canopy starting to decline and die-back.

17/06/2020

20201205

Holme Hale, Chapel Street, Cawston

211

Lombardy poplar x 2 - reduce height from approx 22m by approx
11m.

18/06/2020

20201211

93 Garrick Green, Old Catton

TPO

T1 sycamore in rear garden - crown raise to 5m all around,
crown clean, thin 25% of smaller branches and remove large
branch overhanging garden to rear.

18/06/2020

20201220

Six Oaks, 26 Breck Farm Lane,
Taverham

211

Dead hawthorn - remove

20201224

24 Hastings Avenue, Hellesdon

TPO

Lop large bows overhanging rear garden.

23/06/2020

20201226

Under Ridge, Beech Road, Wroxham

211

Beech – fell.

22/06/2020
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Approved

20201231

Tudor Rose Barn, Blickling Road,
Aylsham

211

Dead ash - remove

Approved

18/06/2020

20201232

Woodlands, 32 Bircham Road, Reepham

TPO

T1 beech - reduce 3 lateral limbs extending toward neighbours’
property by approx 3m to leave approx 6-8m. Reduce
secondary leader by approx 2-3m.
T2 beech - reduce branch loading by approx 2m to leave limbs
approx 6-8m.
T3 beech - reduce canopy by 2-3m and install a non-invasive
brace.

20201237

198 Thunder Lane, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 sweet chestnut - remove first low bough growing toward
property raising crown from 3.5m to approx 4.5m over driveway.
No change to spread or height. Remove larger deadwood.

18/06/2020

20201238

196 Thunder Lane, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 sweet chestnut - remove first two boughs growing over
driveway; raise crown from 3m to 4.5m; remove bough touching
street lamp to clear light to pathway. No height or width reduction

18/06/2020

20201239

5 Sego Vale, Taverham

TPO

T1 oak and T3, t5 & T6 sycamore – fell.
T2 beech & sycamore - tip back from property by 2-3m reducing.
T4 sycamore - reduce from 20m to 17m.

18/06/2020

20201248

5 Chapel Lane, Thorpe St Andrew

TPO

T1 sycamore & T2 hawthorn - reduce height from 7.5m to 3.5m;
prune back from building, reducing spread from 6m to 4m.

29/06/2020

29/06/2020

20201249

Maybrook, 10 Blofield Road, Brundall

TPO

Copper birch located in next door neighbours’ garden at 8
Blofield Road - reduce 2 branches over hanging near to my
house. Branches stick out and visually make tree look
unbalanced. I shall hire a cherry picker to reduce branches in
proportion to rest of the tree.

20201251

31 Oakdale Road, Brundall

TPO

2 x Alnus glutinosa approximately 12m & 15m tall - remove due
to creating excessive shade in garden. There are only two trees
in our garden and they are caught under the umbrella of A1
protected trees of TPO 1972 No.7 (247).

29/06/2020

29/06/2020

22/06/2020

20201252

Newlands, 9 School Lane, Thorpe St
Andrew

TPO

T1 oak - reduce height from approx 20m to approx 14m.Tree is
dangerously close to property and there is history of tree failure
on this steep bank. Customer wants to preserve the trees as
they are holding the bank together.
T2 oak - reduce from approx 20m to approx 14m as above tree
is close to property and on a steep bank.
T3 oak reduce from approx 6m to 14m as above. Happy to take
advice and a site meeting a must.

20201255

53 Hungate Street, Aylsham

211

Grey spruce – fell.

Explanatory Notes:
1) App No is the unique Broadland District Council Planning Application number allocated to the application to carry out work and is the number by
which progress of the application may be traced. Any comment, objection, support or request for information should quote this number.
2) Address is the address to which the application for work relates. In other words, it is the address where the trees for which the application is made
are located.
3) Cat (ie Category) denotes the type of application. TPO = works to trees subject to a Tree Preservation Order; or
211 = Section 211 Notifications for Works to Trees Within Conservation Areas
4) Species / Requested Works is the species of the tree(s) concerned and details of the work proposed. A reference such as T1, T2 or G1 may also
appear and that is simply a reference to the tree(s) on the TPO, Conservation Order or simply on the application.
5) Received is either the date on which the application was received by Broadland District Council or the actual decision.
6) This list is not intended to be a definitive list of all the relevant details. The reader should always refer to the specific application on the Broadland
District Council “Planning Explorer” at https://secure.broadland.gov.uk/Northgate/PlanningExplorer/GeneralSearch.aspx to view the application or
read the Council’s decision.
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